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G.S.U. to try trimesters
By Jean Kalwa
THE BARE BONES OF the new GSU
Trimester Calendar slated for
September 1975 were exposed to the
Standing Committee on Educatimial
Policies and Procedures Wednesday,
February 12.
Tina Stretch, Chairperson of the
Calendar Committee reporting to
SCEPP, explained that the year would
be divided into three trimesters of 16
weeks each. Each trimester would
consist of three " blocks." Block One
would encompass the entire sixteen
weeks of the session. Block Two would
be the first a weeks of each trimester,
and Block Three would cover the
second a-week half of the session. Each
16-week trimester would be separated
by a one or two week break for both
students and faculty .
It's envisioned the new calendar will

actually facilitate flexibility of
approach for both students and faculty
at the same time it cuts down on the
paperwork now required of
administrative personnel, faculty and
students during the current schedule of
. six 8-week sessions per year.
The new plan does not mean that all
current 8-week modules would
automatically be stretched out so that
the same number of contact hours now
squeezed into a weeks would take 16.
This will undoubtedly happen in many
C{lSes, but the three-block system
assures that nobody will have to be
locked into a single time period. The aweek blocks in each trimester will
permit inclusion of 8-week intensive
modules, workshops, etc.
Under the new plan, add-drop policy

which now permHs students to alter
programs during the flrst few days of
each session would be retained so that
students could add or drop at the
beginning of any block.
The new calendar also makes
provision for time during each of the
three blocks for "non-direct
instructional time." That is, days at the
end of each block to be set aside for
exams and evaluation. This meanS
that the time between trimesters
would be a real ' 'break" for all,
students~ staff and faculty alike.
Under the new calendar, 16 units pel
session would be the maximum
permitted each full-time student
without special ~verload permission. A
student would be able to arrange his
scbedrile to take modules of either 16 or

PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL.

8 weeks in length, depending on his

preferences and n~ .
Betty Stanley, AI Martin, Burt Collins
and Emmanuel Gabriel will prepare a
calendar in complete detail, amended
to include the suggestions offered at the
meeting by February 19. This will be
presented to the University Assembly
at their February Tl meeting.
Dr. Stretch was asked if the change
from eight week sessions tO 16 week
trimesters by the University was a
condition for accreditation from the
North Central Association.
"Absolutely not, 11 she said. However,
she indicated that the change will .
probably be welcomed by them since it
is designed to fulfill the objectives oF
the university at the same time it will
eliminate adminstrative headaches.
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''fear and loathing'' in videoland
KenStachon

Uoyd DeGrane

ABOUT FORTY MILES outside
Crum Creek, New York.

- After insulting everyone, she comes
over and starts her rap.
"I told you, I'm not from this area. I
live in Crum Crum Creek, it's about 40
miles outside of here. I've lived there
all my We. I decided to see something
outside of Crum Creek. Now the only
time I get away from the rotten place is
when I drive the 40 mi-les to and from
work."
How many people live in Crum

The bus has stopped outside of a
tollway restaurant.
Seventeen people, in various states of
unconsciousness, stumble out into the
New York night. The exact time of day
is lost, impossible to figure out.
Inside the restaurant, the group
arranges itself at the counter. Almost
immediately the waitress starts
Creek?
ordering people to not all sit in her
"Well, tonight there are 11. When I
section-to move to other parts of the
get
back to town, there will be 12," she
counter.
replied.
"I can'tdo it all myself," she tells the
"It's on the map, you know. But when
bus riders.
the map first came out, there was a star
It quickly becomes obvious that this
on cium Creek, I wrote to Rand
about-45-year-old counter-waitress is a
McNally and they fixed it.
speed freak . Words pour from between
''The people there are all crazy, you
her lips. Most sentences are fragments.
know. And they all ·have moonshine
She never completes a thought, never stills in their cellars. I know, I watch
reaches a logical ending. She seems to
them. I don't know what kind of stuff
pick out small fragments of thoughts
.floating through her consciousness and
contlnu.d on page 14
then spits those thoughts out.

STUDENTS WHO TURNED IN
Student Schedule Request forms and
registration cards for the MA 75 session
during December or early January are
to complete registration on February
18, 19 and 20 from 1:30 to 8:30p.m. in
the gymnasium.
Registration for the MA 75 session
will be complete when you :
1. Pick up a Student Schedule
Request form ; 2. Complete a Fee
Assesment form ;
3. Have the fees assessed ;
4. Secure financial aid fee waivers
when appropriate; 5. Secure health
insurance fee waivers when
appropriate;
6. Clear payment at the cashier
station;

7. Receive a receipt indicating that
payment has been cleared, and
8. Turn in the Student Schedule
Request form stamped "paid. 11
Students who do not complete
registration at the above times will be
charged a $10.00 late fee during the late
registration period from March 4th
through March 13th. New admissions,
students who did not turn in
registration forms in December or
early January, and students who wish
to add learning modules or units to their
MA schedule can do this in the
gymnasium on March 3rd from 1:30 to
8:30 p.m. Changes in schedules may
also be processed on March 4th to 7th
and lOth to 13th from 9:00 a .m. until
8:00 p.m. and Saturday, March 8th
from 8:30a.m. to 12:00 noon.

GSU's oldest class??
count the students
What are we doing tormenting
one another In south
Chicago land?
GSU ARCHIVES
I
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Robert A. Blue

C.I~A.

Can·-1 ask

Oftentimes when glancing through today's
newspapers, the sensational aspects of the· society
come through- much clearer than stories . concerning
human interests. What will a human interest story look
like?
I was standing on the curb waiting for a cab when a
very old looking blue car pulled up and slowed to a
complete stop.
Once inside and having set the cabbie's direction; we
dashed off.
Having driven a 'Hack' before and feeling the need to
communicate ; we started rappin'.
Just had a good dinner and feel pretty good; I said.
He did not respond immediately. Then he said; 'I just
went inside that drug store <corner of State street and
Randolph>·and tried to buy some vaseline. They told
me that they did not know where it was. You mean to
say that nobody knew where to find it on the shelf I
asked?, 'That's right' he returned; 'seems kind of
funny to me'. Yeah I said.

Yes ... but do I really want to know?
He was an old man with gray hair all over his head.
The cab was very very old and lopsided. We rolled on
over the bridge by the IBM building and the SUNTIMES building. Moving past them he slowed down to
check the street sign then increased his speed after
rejecting it.
Contemporary American society is getting a dose of
expose on a grand scale. It was only a few years back
when America was being threatened by Black and
White radicals; that the glory of America was found in
its ability to 'stop the flood of revolutionary thought'
sweeping the country.
For this, what, was needed was a man strong in
anticommunistic propaganda, greedy enough to be
partiaJ to elitist egotisms, and sufficiently self-deluded
enough to think he could get away with it. This was the
ideal character to lead the country and society back to
the good old days when you called a spade a spade.
Once the new non-permissive "message" was
complete: what now was at hand was the selling of the

University professor protests:
''degraded and dehumanized''
FOLLOWING IS THE COMPLETE
text of a complaint filed February 3,
1975 with Park Forest South police
officials by Dr. David R. Burgest,
University Professor of Socia] Work,
HLD. Dr. Burgest resides in Park
Forest South.
"On January 31, 1975 around 6:00, my
wife, four children and I left our home
at 1041 Monterey Court going east on
Hickok Drive and came to the
intersection of Blackhawk and Hickok
which is two blocks away from my
home. Approaching the stop sign in my
Midas Mini Home, I came to a complete
stop prior to proceeding east on Hickok.
Officer Conn Kl06 and his patrolman
companion stopped me immediately
and interrogated me about the display
of my license plate. I was unable to
provide proper registration in that I
had mailed my registration card to
Springfield for license renewal. The
officer stressed that I had to show
ownership before I proceeded and the
officer took my license to his vehicle.
"I continued to search for proper

identification to show ownership,
located the title, and took it to 0£ficer
Conn's vehicle to show proof of
ownership. At that time I requested to
be released but Officer Conn informed
me that he was writing me a ticket for
"no yaiid registration" and "Improper
Stop." This was the first time I had
heard of "Improper Stop" infraction.
He continued without hesitation to
demand me to go to the truck and wait!
I was informed that bond could be
posted either through $25 cash, bond
card, or Driver's license but refused the
option of paying by cash.
" I accepted the ticket and proceeded
to move my vehicle, and Officer Conn
jerked on the handle of my vehicle, put
the flashlight in my face, shaking it up
and down, telling me, 'Don't you move
this thing until I'm finished talking to
you.'
"Needless to say I bad been insulted,
degraded and dehumanized in the
presence of my wife and children. In
fact, my wife and chUdren were
degraded and dehumanized in the

To the editor
I WISH TO EXPRESS publicly my gratitude for and
appreciation of the work of Dr. Paul Hill in his function
as University Advocate. Recently, I was having difficulties for which I sought his services in resolving the
issue. Not only was be prepared with the information to
direct me to a solution, but he was prompt and consistent in his offering of assistance. I was dealt with
immediately and in an extremely supportive and
discreet manner, I feel that Dr. Hill went beyond his
official duties in securing my satisfaction.
My praise of Dr. Hill extends past this isolated in·
cident. At any time that I have sought his help, my
preceding statements have applied.
Sincerely,
Buff E . Rosen

CON Fl DENTIAL
T he SUN-TIMES has one: the DAfLY NEWS has
one. and so does the TRfBUNE and most other major
newspapers. One what? Why a complaint section. of
course.

product to the American public.
The first thing needed was the top level clearance c
wholesale 'no knock' legislation, 'stop and frisk' law
with Federal, State and Local government sanction
This of course was granted to any state that requeste
it.
Next the coordination and cooperation of federal
State and local lntellegence gathering and processin1
agencies. (The Chicago SUN-TIMES reported tha
former director of the C.I.A. Richard Helms did mak•
a visit to Chicago and engaged in the training of som•
special people in the Chicago police department).
With the radicaJs in the streets all over the countl'1
and the working class in their insulated communities
the battle of the mass psyche began.
Down with permissiveness!! Raise high the voice
for renewed faith in American law and order! Death tt
the provacateurs for sweeping sociaJ change...such 1
move would damage the doctrine of race superiorit;
and thereby eliminate the economic and politics
advantage enjoyed by the rich elitists...once tha
happens no longer would the ruling elite be able b
sustain the high level of racial antagonism resultint
from 'ethnic fears' necessary to a racist ideology ant
philosophy.
America for Americans; love it or leave it!! Thi:
was the message. But many would neither love it no:
leave it.. . they would seek to change iL The poor an
not American:;, merely the products of America.
Much print and electronic media is being devoted tc
stories of mass surveillance on Americans who bel<
differing views on what this society and governmen
could and should do to eliminate the lingering questiot
of Americas poor.
continued on poge 3

It's up to you GSU
process. It is a disgrace that I bad to be
subjected to such brutality and bigotry,
two blocks away from my doorsteps.
" There is no doubt that my rights and
the rights of my family were being
severely violated during this
unnecessary and uncalled-for episode,
and I am requesting that appropriate
action be taken in order to remedy,
rectify and sustain an environment in
Park Forest South where a man and his
family can survive and live in peace,
harmony and humanity."

The INNOVATOR investigative sedion would like
your bus iness. Got a legitimate complaint? Are there
questions to which you. the old or new student. have
found no solution? Let us check it out for you
We think we might be able to help. Put us to work on
it.
The INNOVATOR would lil<e-you to know that we are
here to serve you . our s tudent readership and general
public. We will consider your participation and
response a s ign of your willingness to trust us to serve
you. our readership. There are quaJified investigative
journalists here whose typewriters are gathering dust
from inactivity.
What about it. GSU? U you can't get no satisfaction
or real answers to your questions from advisors.
faculty. adminis tration or your fellow students. and
you feel just about to throw up your hands and holler.
~nd your questions to YELL AND TELL c/ o THE
INNOVA1'0R, Governors State University. Park
Forest South. Illinois 60466.
Whatever il is that you want to know about.
remember that who. whe n. where and why is our
business. Check us out. and we will check it out ! DO
IT !

Tony Wanlynski
Does GSU abound in muggers and thieves? Are all of
you so insensitive as to have turned the cafeteria into a
place of plastic and paper?
Well, no outside agents have descended upon this
place to abscond with all of Ric's coffee mugs. It was
you who took them and never returned them. Maybe
you got off on taking them home and using them for
planters or whatever. I always thought they gave Ric's
coffee a homey touch. Are you trying to tell
him/ me/ us something or what? It is inconceivable
that they could all just disappear. Please bring them
back.
Likewise with all the steel utensils. There is nothing
more ludicrous then sticking a plastic fork into some
succulent gastronomic delight of Ric's staff. And
spreading butter with a plastic knife: Did the cow who
produced the cream from which the butter was
churned eat plastic grass? Was the sun ray that
supplied the energy stored in the chemical bonds of
your peas and carrots plastic? How could you
adulterate them with a plastic spoon?
Plastic is man's creation. The clay from which the
porcelain mugs were made and the iron from which the
steel implements were made are natural resources.
How could you bastardize the human touch that made
them what they are by substituting an artificially
created substance? Bring them back. Bring us back to
the purity of natural substances instead of the
pruriency of unnatural ones. Do it. Spring cometh and
GSU declineth, but not irrevocably. Cast out plasticity
before it claims your very soul. It's not nice to fool
Mother Nature. He who tries plays the part of a fool.
We use her rules, sometimes bending them but never
circumventing them. You wouldn't be here if we did.
So bring a coffee mug bac.k for someone to touch
upon their lip: A fork for someone to lavish their
tongue around. Quickly! So I won't have to write things
like this anymore.

The INNOVATOR would like to hea r from you. That is those of you that have
taken advantage of the job opportunities listed on the back page of the
ne~spaper . If you have enjoyed the Co-op section or found a job that you liked:
wr1te us and let us know.
We know that in the " hurry up and get it pace" here; that time is very
precious but we would like to impress upon you the importance of just dropping
us a line or two, to let us know.

INNOVATOR Staff
Edltor·ln·Chlel.••• • • . • .•.• •• Robert A. Blue
Managing Editor • • •. • Anthony C. WardynslcJ

Business Manager . • • • Herbert C. Williams
Proofreader. • • • • • • • •••••••• Jean Kalwa
Photo Journalist. • . . • •. Uoyd DeCrane Jr.
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CIA or can I ask

continued .......... 2
Yet; during those "troubled" years; a benevolent
and in the affairs of American citizens: let us not fail to
attitude did not exist and possibly could not exist in
rhae~ember thetomessabgke olfedWatergad ~nf· Tboset' persons
America today. The poor, who are mostly Black
vmg ~ccess , sue no ge an 1 ~rma 1on c~me
cvntinue to be poor and the rich elite, who are all
from a steel~ school of thought. Therr motto mtg~t
white· continue to benefit from the'
t
read: when m doubt - burn, baby, burn ...deep-stx
While the former chief executi tr ,povbertbey.
it...tbey should never see the light of day!!! The
ve s ro r was
· 'd
dro
hi b · tbi
trying to borrow money to finance a hamburger chain;
sw~l e s!'l
me runs g m
s group.
one of the nation's mi:>st secret'-"
ti
b .
Like btrds of the same feathe.r they shall all flock
uuorma on·gat er mg
th
d h th · beg'
t bak th b' d'
agencies was using its influence to overthrow a
tog~ e.r ~n w en e pte
ms o
e e 1r s
government that could not possibly have been any
begm to Sl~.
. .
.
threat to the internal/ external sec 'ty f Am .
Do you think that Black people can make 1t m this
lives!! Yet now as these reel ti005
urlfloodo th encan
country, I asked? 'Yes,' he said, and then be made a
e news
· 1e WI'th. his ha nds as b.e contined·, 'if there 1S
· a
v a some people call
scen.e , the nation braces for what
the
c1rc
complete turn around of things. We have got to have
final ascension to the "peoples campaign" to clear u
once and for all the corru t'
eed d
. P
some new Black leaders. We got to resurrect some new
p 1on, gr
an moments of
, be
1 f th ld
ha
opportunism found in 'high
bli ffi , Ca
lead.ers that c.an t
bought. A ot o ·.e o ones ve
pu c o ces .
n the
t to di 0 ff'
· .
~ests for "classified" information by the newly
goAs b e
tbi I
king' t the ba k f his
. e was saYing · s, was 1oo
a
c o
1rutiated, "special committee" he.aded by Vice-

president Nelson Rockefeller be seen as a test of this
nation to purge itseU of past sins and to be on with the
business of a more equal re-distr'b
1 f1 · f b
u ~dn
collective wealth (taxes)? Th' ·
t
t e
.
IS 1S no a new 1 ea m the
course of human society, nor is it new on the American
scene. What is news is the very remote possibility of it
actually happening, but of course the bidden
implication is· to what extent
'
·
Thus as many Americans are demanding a complete
disclosure from the C.I.A. on the extent of their
country's involvement in the affairs of other nations;

°.

graymg bead.
.
.
The old c?b ro~led over the br1dge that separates the
world of high nse luxury apartments and the subterrain of the ghetto. This is where I am getting out I
'd·
· hi
sal , after paymg m.
. . •
He eedtookedtheB monfe~ andd sathd , fte_ndd~e geedardedn thadt
you s , . e a nen w en a nen , 1S n e , an
you won t have to look the other way .
Does the American public really want to know what
and who really run their country? Of course they do,
whether or not they will be able to find out is another
question.

"We thoughf
you'd like to know.. ~
FOUR ILLINOIS COMMUNITY COLLEGES added
themselves to the AISG Governing Board this month three at Governing Board status, and one with Subscriber membership.
Oakton Community College at Morton Grove (3,726
students), Kaskaskia Community College at Centralia
(1,519 students), and Elgin Commi:IJlity College at
Elgin (4,032 students) will have Governing Board votes
beginning with the January meeting.
Rend Lake Community College, Ina (937 students)
joined the Association with a Subscriber membership:
The addition of these schools to AISG brings the total
Association me!llbership to 26 Illinois public institutions, with 14 of these holding full Governing
Board status.
Doug pointed out that AISG membership has doubled
during the past year, noting that the 26 member
schools means AISG represents the educational interests of over 250,000 college and university students
in lllinois.
AISG welcomes its newest members.

-.

AISG will sponsor a week or so of financial aids
hearings on a statewide basis, tentatively scheduled
at this point for March H5. Participating will be a
blue ribbon panel of·interested parties, including at
least two state legislators, members of the House and
Senate Education Committees, university and
community college presidents, financial aid officers,
deans, student presidents, etc., and so on. The AlSG
staff will produce -with the help of campus media
outlets- an extensive promotional and media blitz on
the entire project, before, during and afterwards.
It is the feeling of many AISG persons that these
hearings will be one of the major thrusts m programs
or projects for 1975. They need your help, cooperation, suggestions and support.

Adrienne Clayton,
UA representative In CCS

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED last
week to the University Assembly
include the following:
Faculty:
David Rocke <BPS),
Ronald Brubaker <EAS >, Sbaryne
Merritt and Aida Shekib (At Large).
Support: Robert Krebs and Ben
Lowe.
Civil Service: Bob Jensen, Beverly
Thompson, Johnnie Malvin and Lorie
Nicolai.
Students: Stephen Aultz (EAS), John
Matras (BPS), Dottie Thorsen <BPS>,
Jean Kalwa <CS>, Adrienne Clayton
<CS), Velvet Farrington <HLD>.
EJections for the new Executive
Committee will be held February 17
through 19. Faculty members are
eligible to run for Chairperson and
Vice-Chairperson of the Executive
Committee; all others may run for
Secretary of the Committee.

.'
The next issue of tl}e .Innovator will include a four
page literary section to which all members of the GSU
community are invited to contribute. We welcome your
poetry and prose. Final selection of what gets printed
is up to the Innovator editors and depends on space,
quality and suitability in terms of interest to our
readership. All copy will be bylined and originals will
be returned upon request. Under no circumstances will
content be edited. All poems ar e set as they were
written.
So bring in what you have to offer, preferably typed.
Deadline is noon of Tuesday, February 25.

The cry of a shattered dream
echoes through the Hall of Governors
Tony Wardynski

One year ago, almost to the date, I came to GSU with
a strange idea in my head. I wanted to be an
environmental planner . I based that decision on the
catalog description of what environmental planning
was. The emphasis was on an interdisciplin.ary
approach involving anthr opology, psychology,
sociology and a plethora of areas I knew very little
about but was interested in. That struck me as being a
truly dynamic and inclusive approach to planning
human environments.
I bad a lot of catching up to do yet I knew I could do it
because that's what I wanted to do. I had a very keen
idea as to how complex human environments are, yet I
was amazed that there was a· place which tackled that
complexity head on. I knew I belonged here. I believed
that enough to convince other people that I did.
In March, 1974, GSU had no graduate program in
human environmental planning. As a graduate student
in that program my academic career was adapted so
that my competencies would be in an undergrad
program yet my degree would be an M.A. in human
ecology.
I don't regret c •ming here, and I doubt that anyone
in the planning
·iru!um doubts my abilities or

regrets my being here. Yet both they and I have one
regret in common: There still is no graduate program
in planning.
From my standpoint that is a tragedy in that those
who as un~ergraduates were part of the planning
pr ogram will not be able to pursue theil' gr~duate
careers here. There are a lot of talented dedicated
people who are thus being forced to ·leave' the unique
atmosphere of GSU for a more traditional environ. We
can ill afford to lose that talent and skill.
Likewise, many promising graduate students who
were attracted to the program as I was will be turned
away. And that loss will only serve to weaken the
planning program, the College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences and GSU.
The planning faculty, too is disappointed. They had
hopes of developing a graduate program, expanding
the faculty and putting GSU on the map as a unique
place to learn human environmental planning. Their
attempts were undone when a new staff member an
anthropologist, was hired and then unhired becau;e of
a budgetary freeze on hiring of personnel. Paul
Leinberger, Ed Miller and Bob Mark alone could not
handle the increased workload of developing and
maintaining a graduate program would en~il. They
alone could not provide one which they feft students

deserved.
So there won't be one for a long time to come. And
that .should leave all of us with a bitier taste in our
mouths. That includes Governor Walker and the state
legislature, which have for the past two years cut
GSU's budget requests. The money saved will not take
the place of a badly needed planner five years from
now who could have benefited from GSU's
interdisciplinary program. Only we who were part of it
can ever know that. We will come back here and look at
the fig trees in the Hall of Governors and think about
how much money those trees cost the year that the
fledgling graduate planning program was shot down
because of lack of funds.
And if we stand by and let that happen without even a
token protest, we will share the blame for that stillborn
program. We have too long been silent and lax in
making our views known. It is time we started writing
letters to: CEAS administration; GSU administration;
the Board of Governors; the sta te legislature;
Governor Walker.
I for one do not want to share the guilt of standing
idlly by when I have the ability to write. I ask you to
join me in writing. And I welcome yoill' ideas as to how
we can breathe life into that stillborn child. I will build
upon your ideas to do that and I will fight for those
ideas with your backing.

......
Raise$$ For
Child Care
Center
G.S.U. Child Care Center needs to set
UJ! a Fund Raiser in the form of an Ad
Book to assist in the opening of the
Center.
According to Rosalyne Gillespie, Coordinator of the Center, Robert E.
Krebs, Chairman, Grants Committee
Advisory Board set up a meeting to
discuss possible state funding for lowincome users of G.S.U.'s Child Care
Center on December 10, 1974 in the
Presidents' Conference Room to meet
with Ms. Carol Heiderman of Dlinois
Department of Children and Family
services to discuss G.S.U.'s eligibility
and procedures for applying for
assistance for low-income students who
may use the G.S.U.'s Child Care
Center. Attendance included Robert
Lot, Director of Student Services, Dr.
Mary P . Endres, Vice President of
Student Affairs, Attorney, Tom Layzell,
Herb Robinson, Doug Davis, Dr.
Suzanne Prescott, Richard Struthers,

Max Bennet
Runs for
Trustee
Maxwell Bennett, who received his
Masters in Communication Science
from the College of Human Learning
and Development last August, is a
candidate for Trustee in the upcoming
election in Park Forest April 15.
Bennett has been a resident of the
area for the past fow- years and is 28
years old. This will be his first time
out in village political life. However,
he's no stranger to participatory
democracy. While a student at GSU, he
served as Student Assistant Dean in
HLD for two years. He also served a
term as· vice-<:hairperson of Student
Services Advisory Committee. He
helped to originate the Student-toStudent Orientation Center while SAD.
When asked why be felt it was
important to run in the Park Forest
race, Bennett replied that be felt that it
was important for young people to
participate as fully as possible in the
community life. He feels that it is
important to encow-age all young
people to share in the political process.
Bennett has great enthusiasm for
Park Forest as a community. Married,
and the father of four sons, he sees the
village as a humane community in
which to bring up children. " It's not a
tight city," says the former Chicagoan.
"There's less tension here. "
Bennett continued, "Park Forest has
the kinds of community services and
ac tivities which appeal to a
cosmopolitan population. Schools, the
library and many other facilities make
it a good place to live.''

DID YOU KNOW- Checks
issued by Governors State
University made out to a
student with a picture
Identification can be
cashed at the MattesonRichton Bank located at
21155
Governors
Highway. This bank Is lust
south of route 30 on the
east side of Governors
Highway.

'elwuory J7, J97S
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Vern Thomas and ~n of H.L.D. Dr.
Roy Cogdell.
As the result of the meeting, the
group was informed that there was no
starting up fund available for the
Center. Therefore, the Center is being
supported by SACC, private donations
and fund raisers.
The Child care Ad Book will be of
great financial assistance for the
opening of the Center.
Ads start from ~.00 Personal ad to
a full page ad on back of cover for $60.00
which can include a picture 4" x 5"
picture with 11 4" border on 4 sides,
$25.00 half page $12.50 quarter page.
These donations are tax deductible..
Everyone is invited to participate. For
more information contact Rasalyne
Gillespie extension 2355 or Lanear
Drayton of G.S.U. Park Forest South,
Dlinois or make checks to G.S.U. Child
care Center. The Ad Book will be
distributed for the April dedication
ceremony.

$ J 5 Grad Test fee

Starts in March/April
A graduate test fee will be charged by
Governors State University for
graduate students in the College of
Business and Public Service, College of
Environmental and Applied Sciences,
and College of Human LLearning and
Development.
The $15 fee will start in the MarchApril session for examination materials
and the cost of administering the
examinations.
The graduate test results will be used
for preparing student study plans and
not for admission to programs.
The fee will be assessed during the
second session in which the student
registers as a degree-seeking graduate
student at GSU.
For graduate students taking
required tests outside of the university,
such as graduate record exam and
admission test for graduate study in
business , the costs of such

examinations will be authorized by the
respective dean and paid for from the
graduate test fee account.
Under no circumstances will a
student be required to pay the graduate
testing fee more than once.
NOTICE: FOR THOSE who have
committed themselves ( by
name) to the APA Psychotherapy
' Conference in Marco Island,
Florida: The bus will leave the
GSU campus at 10 AM, February
24 and will be returning on March
4.

Any persons who cannot go
please contact Jim McDonald at
ext. 2466. We have a ceiling on the
number of people who can go, and
we also have a waiting list. U any
information is needed, call above
extension or visit C3540.

Innovator
Advertising
However, Maxwell Bennett sees that
certain problems are already on the
scene and should be addressed before
they become exacerbated. He cites
housing in particular as an area where
the citizens of the community are
already feeling some stress.
Bennett would like to do whatever is
possible to alleviate the situation.

Alternate Ed.
P~ograms

Rates

For camera-ready business cards. any size. S10.00 For
any non-camera-ready cooy a s1o.oo Initial comooslllon
tee Is charged, regardless or ad size.

Space charge per Insertion:
AnYthing less than 1/8 page S1 o.oo
1/8 page (2& Pleas x 4") • 815.00
114 page (26 Pleas x 8~') • S25.00
112 page (52 pleas.x 8") • S5o.oo _
.. Full page (52 Pleas x 15") • S100.00

~.

·' '

Funded
A cooperative system to implement
programs of medial¢ alternative and
external education will include
Governors State University.
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education has granted $24,500 to tbe
Chicago Metropolitan Higher
Education council of GSU, Chicago
State University, the City Colleges of
Chicago, Northeastern Illinois
University, and the University of
lllinois at Chicago Circle.
GSU's representatives to the Chicago
Metropolitan Higher Education council
are David Ainsworth and Ted Andrews.
Dr. Ainsworth is coordinator of
instructional development in the
instructional communications center.
Dr. Andrews is dean of the College of
Environmental and ~pplied Sciences.

2& pleas· 4"
-

AnY advertiser no Inserts lOr three consecutive Issues
gats a1O'- discount on each addltlonallnsartlon.
· The Initial composition tee Is charged onlY lOr the first
Insertion unless ad copy Is changed or re-designed
unless ad copy Is Cllanged or re-designed. Which entails
another composnlon tee.
Space cost Includes typeseHing, proof raadlna. column
runna. bordering, camera work and salesman's
commission or 20%.
For more Information can extension 22&0 or drop In at
the Innovator OHice.

Take advcilitage or the free engraving ser vices offered by the Department of
Public Safety at GSU. Call x2198 to reserve an engraver. Engrave personal
items al GSU or take the engraver borne for use on all types of household items
and appliances. Engraving helps to recover items if they are lost or stolen. Call
x2198 anytime for more information.

Just so

Test results are available for interpretation for the srudents who were
administered the UP examination during October of 1974. Please contact
Student Services or call extension 2128. V.F.
BUDGETING RESTRICTIONS partially the result of increased en~t·gy costs
have forced GSU's Learning Resource Center to close its doorS on Sundays.
LRC hours when classes are in session are 8:30 AM to 11 PM, Mondays through
Fridays and 8:30AM to 4 PM on Saturdays.

you

,..r~

know

GOOD

SHOT•

·

ALL GSU VETERANS in graduate school are urged to contact Leo Kelly,
Coordinator of Veterans Affairs. There are bills in Congress that may extend
Veterans Administration benefits to those in graduate school. An organized
efforl is mandatory if we are to receive extended benefits. See Leo today!!
LOST ANYTHING LATELY?
'student services bas numerous lost and or found items that have gone
unclaimed for months. Books, handbags, hats, jewelry, gloves, shoes, you name
il. Your ??????? may be in Student Services.
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inconvenient
woman
Jean Kalwa
ONE OF THE more exciting events having to do with women around GSU
recently was Mary Lenox's mini-module, just completed, BLACK WOMEN,
CATALYSTS FOR CHANGE.
Special speakers, including Mrs. Alfreda Duster, daughter of the
distinguished black pioneer educator, Ida B. Wells, discussions, and readings
blitzed both those taking the class for credit and the many who simply walked in
and stayed because they found themselves mesmerized by the module content
and Lenox's dynamic presentation.
Mary Lenox (HLD-LRC) designed the module to raise the consciousness of
GSU students to an increased awareness of the magnitude of the contributions
black women have made and are making to the society. The class also zeroed in
on specific women, both past and present, who have made these significant
contributions.
The module was part of a research experience undertaken by Lenox to
understand bow students from differing backgrounds perceive black women as
they appear in historical material, present day media and living examples.
Mary Lenox is a doctoral candidate at the School of Education, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
JUST FIVE DAYS LEFT to register for WOMEN, WEIGHT & DIET, the
February 22 workshop prese.n ted by GSU'S-Department of Womens Studies,
Harriet Gross, Director. $7.50 includes lunct~: Register now. Come Saturday !
The monthly meeting of the South Suburban Womans Liberation Coalition
featured Barbara Marbell of the Chicago Chapter of NOW, who lead the
di.s cussion on the legalities of divorce. Also taking part were Gretchen Schuster,
Park Forest YWCA, and women form the organization WOMEN ALONE who
meet at the YW as a group to deal directly with problems arising from divor~e
or separwtion.
Most of the women agreed that irregularity of support payments when there
are still young children at home was the major problem. Marbell pointed out
the importance of realistic demands at the time of the 9Ivorce which include the
- realization that support payments must leave the father with sufficient funds to
live on himseU and which may also include funds to permit the woman to go
back to school or seek other job-training, ii,..she needs it, to help support the
· children.
Next meeting is scheduled for Saturday Morning March 8 in the Ringering
Room of the Park Forest Library.
Also coming up on March 5 is a workshop sponsored by GSU's Department of
Public Safety on rape. It will begin at 5:00 that Wednesday with a movie
" RAPE : A Preventive Inquiry," introduced by Officer Carolyn Moore .
Also featured will be a panel who will include Edna Epstein, an attorney who
will discuss Rape and The Law; a representative from Chicago Women Against
Rape who will cover the psychology of rape; and Dennis Perdue, a social
worker and 4th degree holder of a black belt in Karate, who will speak on the
Psychology of the Martial Arts.

CuE.'tffthmy in dtomr.
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Make Your passes
For Lost Glasses
Jean Kalwa
Are the words written on blackboards
starting to swim? Do you find yourseU
bumping into walls, chairs, professors?
Before you blame your lack of visual
acuity on overenthusiastic consumption
of controlled substances, check to see if
you've lost your glasses. Then check
out the Lost-AJKI..Found in Student
Services.
But do it SOON! You have only thirty
days left until March 17, when GSU's
collection of unclaimed s~ pictured
here is donated to Lions Club
International.

According to Marcie Smith of Health
Services, some of these eyeglasses
have remained unclaimed for as long as
two years.
The Lions Club program recycles old
eyeglasses so the lenses and frames can
be made available for ~dren and
adults who might otherwise not be able
to afford corrective eyewear. Ms.
Smith urges all those who have unused
or old eyeglasses they no longer wear at
home to bring them to her. She will see
that they are donated to the Lions for
recycling and reuse.

Tryout _for Blithe Spirit
Additional dates have been announced for tryouts for Noel Coward's "BJithe
Spirit" at Governors State University.
The extra tryouts for the university's next major theater production will be
February 17-21, according to Dr. Alfonso Sherman, director.
Hours for the tryouts will be 2 to 5 p.m. in the College of Cultural Studies
conference room.
Interested persons not able to attend on the new dates are asked to call Dr.
Sherman at (312) 534-5000, extension 2441.

Biologist to speak
for the birds ·
,,.

graphic section

VERNON KLEEN, of the Non-Game Section of the Ulinois State Department
of Conservation. will discuss bird nesting at the February 18 meeting of the
Thorn Creek Audobon Society.
Kleen's talk will begin at 7 PM at the Park Forest Library. GSU students a.re
invited lo attend. For further information, call Da.ve Mowers in CEAS.

May26

I

June9

I

June23

16

literary section

1
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Attention lovers (of art)
exduslvely
phot ographs

All copy deadlines are Tuesdays
at noon.
All Issue dates are Mondays. with more on ~/2
the poulble e xception of May 26.
w h ich Is Memorial Day.
O u r extension Ia 2260.

JURYING FOR new 57th STREET ART FAIR applicants takes place
Saturday, April 26 at the Unitarian Church, 5650 South Woodlawn, Chicago.
Applications must be received by Thursday, AprillO, with entry fee of $14.00.
The entry fee will be returned if applicant is not accepted. Applications are
available by writing Roger Goldhamer, 5442 South Hyde Park Boulevard,
Chicago, lllinois 60615.
Art lovers are urged to make their calendars for the weekend of June 7 & 8 so
they won't miss the 28th annual 57th STREET ART FAIR. East 57th Streets and
South Kimbark Avenues in Chicago. Three-hundred exhibitors display
paintings, drawings, graphics, photography, sculpture and crafts includin!l
weaving, jewelry, glass and tapestries. Open free to the public, noon to dusk.
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Forum's 'Good -Doctor'
Extended To March 2 ·

Human Services Council
Hosts Mental Health Panel
A PANEL of speakers in the field of
mental health services addressed an
audience of 200 at the January 21
luncheon of the Human Services
Coordinating Council at the Harvey
Holiday Inn. Topic was "Are South
Suburban Youth Being Short-Changed
in Mental Health Services?"
Three of the panelists described the
youth-directed services performed by ·
their agencies: James Osta, subregional director, illinois Department
of Mental Health ; Dr. Stan McDonald,
chief psychologist of SPEED (Special
Education Cooperative of South Cook
County ); and Dr. Robert Drom,
medical director of Family Service and
Mental Health Center, Chicago
Heights. The fourth panelist, Melvin
Greenstein, is executive director of
Orchard Center for Mental Health in
Skokie, and he discussed what his
agency is accomplishing in that
community

,..,..,..,... J7, J975

Dr. McDonald discussed SPEED's
programs for children whose behavior
problems are treated in schools and its
own alternate school for moderately
misbehaving children. Dr. Drom
discussed the work of the Mental Health
Center and recommended that a day
hospital and group homes are needed
facilities in this community.
Following the panel presentation and
discussion, John Fabian, moderator,
from Homewood-Flossmoor Higo
School suggested formation of a Mental
Health Task Force to stimultate further
exchanges between agencies and
community and to implement ideas for
filling the needs expressed.
Luncheon participants responded
with enthusiasm. Others interested in
initiating and fostering a Task Force on
Mental Health are urged to call the
Human Resource Service Center at
GSU, ext. 2436.

Jean Kalwa
THE CURRENT RUN OF THE
GOOI) DOCTOR, Neil Simon' s
pleasantly bittersweet Chekhovian
pastiche, has been extended through
March 2 at the Forwn theater in
Summit.
Simon has mined the Chekhov
treasure with intelligence, and we get
more than glimmering of Cbekhov's
perceptions of upper-class life in
nineteenth century Russia in this
adaptation of his short stories.
The vignettes which make up the play
range from the broad and even
slapstick comedy of "Surgery" and
"The Defenseless Creature," to the
poignant "Too Late for Happiness." In
the latter sketch, Cbekhov and Simon
show us a middle-aged couple played by
Pat Fraser and Bob Thompson, who
meet briefly and circumspectly in the
park and who sing about the fact that
they do not quite have the courage to
break free from the genteel loneliness
which pervades their lives.
One of the most interesting pieces is
"The Governess,'' in which Pat Fraser
and Nancy Leonard show us payday in
one of the great houses. Incidentally,
they make a few astringent points
about the amount of deference one must
display even when an employer is the
very picture of the enlightened liberal!
Mike Nussbaum plays the Good
Doctor himself (Cbekhov was trained
as a physician, although he never
practiced) with the great skill we have
come to expect from this fine Chicago
artist. Chekbov loved his subjects ; be
rarely sentimentalized them .
Nussbaum's performance precisely
conveys this exact degree of loving
irony.
Since I first saw Frank Galati a
couple of years ago in "The National
Health," l have looked forward to each
appearance of this young man whose
talents as actor, playwright, director
and teacher are just phenomenal.

Somehow, he disappointed me
slightly in this production, and 1 am not
altogether certain why. In the opening
sketch, "The Sneeze," Galati plays a
minor civil servant upset at the thought
he may have offended his ruling class
superior by accidentally sneezing on
him at the theater. It seemed to me that
Galati missed some of the subtleties
inherent in this role by playing it too
broadly for laughs.
But that's a small complaint. I
suspect I'm unfair to expect Galati to
light up the stage every time he crosses
it. THE GOOD DOCTOR is eminently
worth the trip to 56th and Harlem.

-.

Objecting
Roomie Evicted
<CPS/ ENS>-A first-year woman
student at Jersey City State College has
received a court-order eviction from
her dormitory room because she
allegedly caused an embarrassing
commotion while her roommate was
making love.
Teresea Fernandez and her
roommate had apparently not been
getting along very well since they
began living together last SeptembeF.
The breaking point came when
Fernandez entered her room with
several friends and discovered her
roommate in a compromising position
with a boyfriend.
School officials say that when
roommates don't get along it's up to the
one with the least seniority to move out.
That would have been Fernandez, but
she steadfastly refused. Finally, school
officials took the matter to court, where
an eviction notice was issued.
As for the roommate, no action was
taken. Officials say there's no "written
rule against fornication on camp!!~. .,

G.S.U. Pool Open
Life Guards Needed Now!!
In accordance with the President's
Conservation Policy the swimming pool
is closed on Saturday and Sunday
except for the Family.Swim on Sunday
from 12:00 noon till 2:30 p.m.
ATTENTION: Currently, the pool is
only open for sporadic hours due to the
difficulty of obtaining staff to life-guard
this facility. If you are a qualified lifeguard, you are invited to assist us in
having the pool opened during those
hours by applying for life-guard duty as
a Work Study Student Cif you are
eligible), or to offer Re-creative Studies
volunteer service.

7:30
Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thrus.

Fri.

Sot.

Sun.

Open Lowe

8:30

9:30

10:30

11:30

12:30

1:30

2:30

'~

. WARNiNG: OccassionallY.... a lifeguard will miss his duty. Under such
circumstances, and if Re-Creative
Studies has not provided a substitute
life-guard, the pool is closed.
AT NO TIME MUST ANYONE BE
FOUND SWIMMING IN THE POOL
WHEN THERE IS NOT A LIFEGUARD ON DUTY!
SCHEDULING: Agency and
constituent groups scheduling the use of
the pool thru a free-paying agreement
shall at all times have priority use of
the pool and will reserve the right to
exclude non-authorized visitors.

3:30

4:30

5:30

·

....

.... . . -....

• -< ..
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Take A Hit
On The

Magnolia Club
Jean Kalwa

I needn't have worried a minute.
From the opening notes of " Welcome to
Chicago, West Virginia," the music
reflected the precise flavor of that
twangy, trashy, sometimes raucous
and often genuinely moving Nashville
sound. While this is unmistakably
theater music, designed to move the
story right along, it is also authentic
country. 1 especially like " Welcome
Home, Jacob."
Frank Miller is just fine as Mel
Dayton, a man with the 15-year-old
dream of making it big in Music City,
who never gets quite ready to leave the
shopworn security of the Magnolia Club
to take the chance.

Okay gang, here's the latest report
from Chicago's north side: Country
music is alive and well in THE
MAGNOJ,..IA CLUB on the stage of the
Victory Gardens theater. I must admit
I haven't had as much fun since my last
Bonnie Sue Arp plays girl-singer ,
visit to the late, lamented Bar-X Ranch
Linda Gay <pronounced correctly by
~
in Calumet City.
raising the voice a little on the last
It was with some misgiving~ that I
syllable. ) Fresh from triumphs on the
traveled north from our tieloved
Quad City circuit, her lust for the
boonies on a recent Sunday. I was
Nashville big-time overreaches even
afraid we wouldn't find a place.to park
Mel's. She is an unqualified delight,
for one thing. What with being used to
whether bumping and grinding her way
GSU's spacious parking lots and all,
through " Take 'em one at a time."
how would I manage those narrbw, old(those words mean just what you think
tinley streets?
they do) or dreaming outJoud about the
Worse, what if I had to park illegally falls and wigs she'll buy, "just like
and then be forced to pay through the Dolly Parton's ," once she gets to
nose to ransom the car from one of the Nashville.
successors to Ross Cascio whom I hear
When you see the play, pay careful
still ride the north side ranges?
attention to Roberta Maguire as Mel's
We found a place less than a block
weary cocktail-waitress wife, Lorrene.
from the theater (in the Northside
Maguire avoids playing Lorrene
Auditorium building at 3730 North
sentimentally to evoke pity. Instead she
elark), but I still wasn' t convinced the
fleshes out the character admirably in
evening would be a success.
one of the few non-musical roles. To
On l y another country -music
hea.r her rasp, " Listen Fat Ass," at Mel
aficionado can understand my dismay
is as nifty as anything else that
when I learned that Jeff Berkson, who
happens. By that one indelible phrase,
wrote THE MAGNOLIA CLUB with
. we learn how much Lorrene loves her
John and David Karraker, has a
husband at the same time she sees him
Masters in Social Work from the
clear.
University of Chicago.
Everyone else has written about
That may be a dynamite credential
the down-home authenticity of the stage
in some quarters, but if there's one
thing country music doesn't need, it's setting. U's enough for me to add that
a social worker looking down from the the doors marked " steers" and
top at the poor-folks-who-need-us-so- " heifers" make the scratched formica
tackiness real and true.
bad.

GymStaH
.Gets On Case

In accordance with the President's
Conservation Policy the gymnasium is
not being opened before 11 a.m.
Monday thru Friday (for the
foreseeable future).
Re-Creative Studies staff (including
Dr. Benjamin Lowe, Director; Mark
Payne, Supv. of Field House Facilities;
Lyle Smith, Equipment Mgr. and Work
Study Students) will be in attendance
according to the adjoining calendar.
The gymnasium is closed all day
Saturday, and is only open on Sunday
for 2~112 hours when Mr. Harvey
Grimsley supervises use of the
gymnasium from 9:30a.m . till 12 noon.
ATTENTION : The University
mandate for openness extending to the
broader South Suburban Community is

8130

,.,. . 7
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supported in the best intent for the use
of the gym during "OPEN" sessions.
However, policy may soon be
established restricting constituent
groups from the use of the gym (for
example, high school students under
the age of 18, or, children not
accompanied by a parent or guardian>.
At such tinie when policy is established
non-authorized use of the gym will be
monitored.
SCHEDULING : Agency and
constituent groups scheduling use of the
gym in accordance with University
Assembly policy and thru a fee-paying
agreement shall at all times have
priority use of the gym and will reserve
the right to exclude non-authorized
visitors.
1Ch30
,, .o 0

Open House

Dr. Helen Hughes (rt) demonstrates audJtory testing using the
Halstead Testing Battery to research assistants Frank Piontek
<seated> and Uoyd DeGrane.

DR. HELEN HUGHES will host an
open house in the Neuropsychological
Testing Laboratory located In room
3320 College of Human Learning and
Development on February 26 fr om 2:00
pm to 8:00 pm.
Visitors from

Thurs.

Fri.
I

Sot.

Sun.

------ ---- -

all

parts of the

university and community are invited
to participate in ongoing informal
discussion.
Brain · function and related
neuropsychological resea r ch
developments will be discussed by Dr.
Hughes and research assistants F rank
Piontek and Lloyd DeGrane.

D eadline for the next issue
IS N OON Tuesd ay
Febru ary 25th
0

0

0

0

0

12:30
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1:30

3:30
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Teacher Travel Africa In 1975
THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN
Institute's Educators to Africa
Association (ETAA) advises that one of
the best ways to go to Africa in 1975 is as
a member of their group.
The Association was formed to
encourage and foster on-site visits and
dialogs between Africans and
Americans. The African-American
Institute is a major non-profit
organization working to further African
development and increase American
understanding of the economies,
cultures and politics of Africa. They

seek to bring attention to such issues as
human rights and racial equality in
every African country.
In its 20 years of existence, over 6,000
African coHege students at both
undergraduate and graduate levels
have attended universities throughout
the United States.
Since 1969, the African-American
Institute has taken over 800 "Educators
to Africa" through an accredited
program in conjunction with Howard
University. Since this program was
instituted, it bas been ex panded into

1976 Future Shock:
Fiscal Year Change

Medical Notes

Donald R. He.rzog

THERE'S A SHOCK coming for
government employees as well as
ordinary citizens that the US
government fiscal year "FY" will not
begin on July 11, 1975 this year.
Congress bas decided to change the
fiscal year to October 1 through
September 30. To understand what
follows, it is important to know that the
fiscal year takes its number from the
calendar year in which the fiscal year
ends. This may not make particularly
good sense, but it's the law, so one
might as well try to think that way.
How comes the vengeance on the
know-it-alls-everyone will soon be
confused. FY 1977 will not begin on July
1 but a whole three months later. This
promises to bring on a flurry of office
memoranda explaining things, as well
as a lot of corridor palaver when it
sta rts dawning on government
employees that there'll be an awesome
gap between the end of FY 1976 and the
beginning of FY 1977. A fair question
would be, will anyone get paid during
July, August and September next
<calendar) year?
From a reliable source it has been
announced that checks will come out.
For the skeptics, it can be revealed that
a fiscal, partial year will be created. It
will have the odd designation, "197T" .
The "T" stands for transition, which
one must admit is very clever even if it
will be confusing, especially to
computers. Almost all of this is
explained in Public Law 93-344 recently
signed by the President. Title V, Sect.
501, of that Act says in 112 words, that

•

the fiscal year begins October 1.
One gover nment agency 10M
{interoffice memorandum) states it
better. It has a neat little table like this :
Fiscal Year
Calendar Dates
1975
1 July 1974 to 30 June 1975
1976
1 July 1975 to 30 June 1976
197T
1 July 1976 to so Sept. 1976
1 Oct. 1976 to 30 Sept. 1977
1977
A note calls the reader's attention to
the "T" for transition which shows that
it wasn't a typographical error.

Rap With
Aunt Martha

••

.lllllliB
IIIi
9 :30 -10:00 a .m .
CoHee a nd ln t ro dudlon

Dr. Harriet G ross
Wome n's Studies Coord inator, CCS
10:00-10:30a.m.
DIICUSSion 1&.30-11:00
Pre ssures and Problems Surrounding the
Idea l of Thinness

Dr. Natalie A lion
Hosftra University
department of Sociology
11:00-11:30 Cl.m.
DIKusslon 11:30-12.: 00
Restrained and Unrestrained Eotlng

C. Peter Herman, PH.D.
Northwestern University
Department of Psychology

(CPS > - The Food and Drug
Administration (FAD>, bas approved
the sale and use of the " morning after"
contraceptive pill diethylstilbestrol
<DESJ.
The fmal agency ruling will be that
DES " is regarded as safe and effective,
but not for continuous use," according
to Nida.
The FDA conducted tests on DES
after several years of controversy over
the drug. About five years ago, studies
were published linking cancer in girls
to use of the drug by their mothers in
early pregnancy.
DES is a synthetic estrogen which
has been found to be nearly 100%
effective in averting a pregnancy when
taken within 72 hours after unprotected

intercourse. Opponents of the drug
have claimed that high doses of
estrogens, synthetic or natural, co
cause cancer in women using it.
Dr. David Bard, a specialist in
female genital tract cancers, worlring
with high-dose estrogen drugs under a
federal grant at the University of
Florida, said that his studies have
found that DES only af:(ects the
developing female fetus, but not the
mother.
Bard describes DES and other
morning-after pills as "safer than
abortions."
However, the FDA's ruling may not
be popular. ''There's just too little
known about it," said one DES critic.
"And we're not too big on women being
experimented on."

Community Conference Center

Februar.y 22, 1975
Women's Studies
College of Cultural Studies

••••II
Buffe t Lundteon
12:00-1115 p.m.
CCSiounge

•

III I

A related study conducted in
Bulgaria reported that small doses of
Flagyl caused increases in birth
defects, stillbirths and premature
births in guinea pigs and mice.
The revelations add to earlier reports
revealed last year that indicate Flagyl
can cause cancer. Health Research
Group, a Washington-based public
interest group, has been pressing the
Food and Drug Administration <FDA)
to take action against the drug since
last March.
.
But even though the FDA has issued a
chart showing that Flagyl given to
seven different species of animals
induced malignant tumors,_the agency
has taken no action against the drug.

<CPS>- Several medical studies have
indicated that Flagyl , a dr ug
prescribed annually to about two
million women for common vaginal
infection, can cause birth defects.
F l agyl , the brand name for
metronidazole produced by Searle and
Co. , is primarily prescribed for
trichomonas vaginitis, a common
vaginal infection, but has also been
presc.ribed for nonspecific vaginitis,
fungus irtfections and gonorrhea.
According to the head of genetic
toxicology at Brown University, the
urine of people treated with Flagyl
contained a substance indicating the
occurrence of gene mutations, one
known cause of birth defects.

FDA Approves 'Morning After' Pill

"Shall I stay at home or get my own
place? " is a question many young
adults ask themselves. That dilemma
and other issues facing the 18 - 22 year
old will be explored in a new rap group
being formed at Aunt Martha's Youth
Service Center, 3034 Western Avenue,
Park Forest.
The direction of the group will be
determined by the members themselves as they explore the independentJiving problem and other issues such as
career choices, job-training, and
leisure-time activities. The group will
be facilitated by members of Aunt
Martha's volunteer staff. Anyone interested in joining the group may
contact Aunt Martha's at 747-2701,
between 10 and 4 weekdays and 7 and 11
nightly, for information on starting
time and date.

I

ETAA, a nation-wide membership
organization. Last year close to 2,000
teachers went to Africa under its
auspices.
ETAA has scheduled a number of
programs for the summer of 1975
featuring East and West Africa.
Programs are also scheduled for the
second World Black and African
Festival of Arts and Culture in Nigeria
in November, 1975. Membership
information can be obtained by writing
to the African-Amedcan Institute, 833
United Nations Plaza, New York.

Cottage Cheese Bowls w ith Garnish
Whit e Tur ke y Slices
Cranberry Slices
Hard ·Boiled Egg Halve s'
Re lish Tray
Carrot and Celer_y Sticks
Olives, Radishes, Cauliflower
Pickle Spears
Bran Muffin and Butter
Fresh Fruit Tray:
Orange and Grapefruit Segments
Apple Wedges
Sliced Bananas
Grapes
Coffee, Tea

***

Governors State University
Park Forest South, Illinois

••••,••••
1:15-1:45 p .m.
Discussion 1:45·2:15
Standards o f hout y and t h e
Contribution of Fat Ce lls.

Marcy Rita G reenwood, PH.D.
Columbia University
Institut e of Human Nut ritio n
2t15t21.45 p.m.
DIKusslon 2:45 -3:15
The Role of fxt:erdse I n W eig ht Co n tro l

Lawrence B. Oscal, PH.D.
Un lv. o f Ill. at Chicago Circle
Graduat e Physical Educatio n
3:15-4:e.J p.m.
Panel DIKUUion

Dr. Natalie Allon
Dr. Lawrence Oscal
Dr. C. Peter Herman
Dr. Harriet Gross
Dr. Marcy Greenwood
Jean Fransden, Vice-President.
Welght Watchers of Ch:ic.ago.

.
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$$$ Research
Reefer$$$
$$ Madness $$
Bloomington, Ind.- (I.P.) ·Marijuana,
perhaps the most talked about, tested
and tried drug in the country, is the
object of a bot controversy among
medical doctors, pharmacologists,
psychologists and basic reasearchers.
A pharmacologist at Indiana
University believes the true answer to
the effects of marijuana will come only
after four generations of human study.
" They'll know for sure in about 2200,"
Roger Maickel, professor and
chairman of pharmacology said. " It's
too often ignored in this marijuana
business that you can't telescope the
human life span - you have to do life
studies.''
He is quick to point out that scientists
isolated the psychoactive agent of
marijuana, THC, only 10 years agol
" Before that we didn't give a tinker's
damn about marijuana. It's an 'in'
thing now.
"Hundreds of thousands of dollars in
research mony are being spent because
so many people are interested in it either wanting to legalize or are
vehemently opposed to it."
Maickel explained that contradictory
reports on marijuana's effects arise
from "subjective" research. "I can
design an experiment that can show
anything I want- as any good scientist
and many bad scientists can," Maickel
said. ''Research varies a great deal in
thoroughness, accuracy, significance
and size of sample.
"People have their own axe to grind,
you can't help it. And some scientists
become habituated to interpreting data
in a certain way."
Maickel explained that even though
marijuana has been around nearly 5,000
years, a scientist can't just choose a
group of people who used marijuana
regularly in the past and study its
effects on them.
Why can't scientists study people who
used marijuana 40 years ago and see
what's happened to them? "So here's a
group of people in Lebanon, say, who
smoked marijuana 40 years ago and
their livers are falling out. But who is to
say that it's caused by the marijuana?
Why not diet? WhY not the influenza
epidemic that passed through the area
25 years ago?"
Maickel said the different news
media that report on marijuana can
cause further contradictions in
research, especially those that quote
the same research differe ntly depending on what will "sell to their
readers."

Money Matters
THE ILLINOIS CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION and the Chicago
Metropolitan City Management Association plan to give a $1,000 scholarship to
a college student who plans to enter the field of public administration.
The scholarShip will be restricted to those students who are residents of the
Stale of IIJinois, express a desire to enter the field of city management, and can
demonstrate a need for financial assistance.
Anyone interested in applying for this scholarship should apply by writing a
letter. a brief resume, a list of references and a list of any scholarships and
other financial assistance the student is now receiving, to the following
address: Mr. Leslie T. Allen, City J\llanager, 707 East Wood Street, Decatur,
Illinois 62523. Phone (217) 424-2801.
The scholarship will be given to an applicant who will enter graduate school
in the fall of 1975. Deadline for applications is March 1,1975.
The Scholarship Committee will make its selection in April and will award the
scholarship, in the form of a cash award, in May, 1975. Applicants are urged to
state in their letters if and when they would be available for an interview.
The Sl,OOO scholarship may be divided among more tban one applicant if it is
determined that it would be more-beneficial to provide assistance to more than
one student.

Student Hunt For
Treasure In F. A. <CPS>-DON'T KID YOURSELF.
The competition is tough, the rules are
arbitrary, and the only sure winner is
inflation which is steadily eating up the
funds.
But though the financial aid game is
tricky, it can be mastered. There is a
very good chance you can win a piece of
the estimated $4 billion in national
financial aid resources for college
students.
Confusingly enough , eligibility
r~uirements for scholarships and
loans range from "resident of Dull
County, majoring in Dull County
history , with preference given to
descendents of JOhn Ebeneezer Dull,"
to " permanent resident of the US."
Since tbere is no national
clearinghouse that sifts through the
morass of funding programs, you are
left with the arduous task of digging up
potential cash sources yourself.
Step number one: Begin the treasure
hunt at your school's financial aid
office. Most available financial aid is
administered through the colleges
themselves, whether funded by their
own resources or by federal monies.
Since most financial aid- in fact all
federally-sponsored ald-ls based on
need, you have to prove your poverty.
Unfortunately, your definition of need
and the college's definition are likely to
be different.
First, have your parents fill out a
questionnaire from the financial aid
office that will determine your·
wealth-or lack of it. If you have left
home and received no substantial

JOURNEY INTO BLACKNESS
February, 1975
Date Day
Event
18 Tues. "The Rich and
Varied Experieqce
of the Black Man
in America" lecture
with Ann Smith
18 Tues. LIBERIAN
FOLKLORICO
19 Wed. Robert Glover,
artist/ lecturer
20 Thurs. "Black and Higher
Education" with
Jacob Jennings
20 Thurs. Evening of
Entertainment
21 Fri. Black male/ female
relationship
workshop with
Boline/ Burgest/ Clay
22 Sat. "HARAMBEE"
24 Mon. "The Death of I.Q.
Testing" with Dr.
Robert Williams,
originator of the
"BITCH" test
AU events are free. Everyone is welcome.

financial help from mom or dad for 12
months, you are exempt from this
requirement. Instead, you must fill out
another application on your own
financial status.
.
Your application may open the door
to five major federal programs. Ask
your financial aid officer about your
chance at shaking some cash loose
from the following programs:
The Basic Opportunity Grant (BOG)
hands out up to $1400 to eligible students
for each academic year. The average
grant, however, is a miserly $450. Next
fall, for the first time, part-tfme
students will also be eligible for BOGs,
which undoubtedly will drop the
average allotment even lower.
Supplementary Ed ucational
Opportvnity Grants (SEOG) are a
lucrative market for students with
" exceptional financial need"-those
with family incomes less than $9000.
The average grant is $670; lucky
students receive as much as $1500.
The fattest find for students from
high income families is the Guaranteed
Student Loan program (GSL). Family
income can reach $20,000 before
shooting the eligibility requirements.
Students apply at their school
financial aid office and then are
shuttled to appropriate banks where
they may receive a maximwn $2500
loan, but probably only from $1200 to
$1400. Loans carry a seven per cent
interest charge, and payment begins
nine months after the student leaves
school.

Mad Mel's
Media Module:
A Living Lab
This learning module will meet at
various media outlets in the Chicago
area allowing students to immerse
themselves in the on going activities of
Chicago media. The module thus makes
use of one of the nation's leading media
markets as a living laboratory. After
this first experimenting module is
completed in March/ April, it is anticipated that it will be offered se~eral
times a year designed for the Mass
Media area o£ emphasis in CCS as well
as for students of other programs who
are interested in how the mass media
operate in a major metropolitan area.
Two meetings of the class will take
place on campus. The first on March 7
will be introductory and administrative
in nature. The second on-campus class
will be scheduled for mid-session and
will feature a seminar by prominant
Chicago media personalities on a
selected subject. Both class and
general public will be invited to the
seminar.
Although the schedule of sessions is
still being developed, typical experiences planned include:
1. News operation and production of the
NBC Chicago station.
2. Visit & seminar at Chicago SunTimes.
3. Afternoon with a disc jockey at a
Chicago radio station.
4. Tour & seminar at Johnson
Publishing Company <Ebony and Jet l
5. Visit the Chicago Art Institute's video
lab.
6. Production at Chicago's Public
Television station.
7. Visit film production house.
Students will be asked to develop a
case study an one of Chicago's media
and/ or do an analysis of the conte.n t or
either one type of media or one specific
outlet.
SIGN UP SHEETS ARE AVAILABLE
IN CCS ON DR. MUCHNIK'S OFFICE
BULLETIN BOARD. REGISTRATION
FOR THE MODULE <Index II 3141X>
WILL BE HELD MARCH 3. 1975.

cont inued In next luue

Time Place

4:30p.m. CCC
7p.m . CCC
6p.m. CCC
4p.m. CCC
7p.m. CCC

8p.m. CCC
Burnham
Oak
Lodge

9 p.m.

4p.m. CCC
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Proposed G.S.U.
Constitution

---

The University Governance
Committee has established four dates
for its hearings on the proposed new
University Constitution. There will be
one morning, one late afternoon, and
two evening hearings. The times are as
follows:
Wednesday, February 19, 6:00.7:30
p.m. in Bll07 (near bookstore)
Thursday, February 20, 11:00.12:00
noon in FllOl
Monday, February 24, 6:00.7:30 p.m.
in B1107 (near bookstore)
Tuesday, February 25, 4:15-5:15 p.m.
in FllOl
Students, faculty members, civil
service personnel, administrators, and
interested community representatives
are encouraged to acquaint themselves
Final Draft Based on
Deliberations of the
University Governance
Committee During
M.ay 1974---January 1975
CONSTITUTION FOR
, GOVERNORS STATE
UNIVERSITY
PREAMBLE
1. All members of the
University Community shall
have the opportunity to participate in the governance
system: students, faculty,
community, civil service personnel,- and administrators.
(Support personnel wi II be
represented in the governance
system through representatives
of the other constituencies.>
2. The governance system
recognizes that it is an internal
system of limited powers, which
takes account of the legitimate
functions and responsibilities of
each of its constituent groups. It
functions within the limits
established by the Board of
Governors of State Colleges and
Universities and the laws and
regulations of the State of Illinois.
3. Decisions shall be made as
much as possible by consensus.
Polley decisions shall, therefor~.
reflect the concurrence of the
members of the consti tuent
groups, rather than separate
voices addressing the top level of
the decision-making hierarchy.
4. Decision-making shall be
kept, as much as possible, at the
level where the decisions have
the most direct effect. Each
college and support unit shall
have relative autonomy in
arrivinQ at its own Qoveming
structures; each shall reflect the
overriding principle of participation by all that underlies
University governance.

5. Academic policy initiation
and implementation shall be
primarily at the college level.
6. The tour constituent groups
of the internal GSU Community
shall organize into constituent
committees and shall have the
option to initiate policies, affect
decisions, and express their ideas
at any level or place in the
governance system by means
that are established as appropriate by the University
Assembly, the University, the
Board pol icies, the laws of the
State of Illinois, and this constitution.
7. The University Assembly
will, as much as possible, remain
open not only in conducting its
meetings publicly, but also in
allowing access to its processes.
The conduct of the Assembly will
be consistent with the laws of the

with the provisions of the proposed new
system of governance and to bring their
questions and concerns to the hearings.
Additional meeting will be held if
considered necessary.
The text of the document will be
printed in the Innovator and copies will
be available through student deans, the
library, members of the University
Assembly, and the Governance
Committee.
The present document consummates
nearly three years of review.
Individuals who participated in its
formulation were Lowell Culver
(Chairman), Marvin Brottman, James
Buckenmyer, Roy Cogdell, Ann Gierek,
Virge Piucci, Francis Washington, and
Elmer Witt.

State of Illinois, : with the
provtstons of this constitution,
and with Robert's Rules of Or-

der.
8. The University Assembly, or
governing body, has the function
of general review and recommendation, not of final approval
of policy. Final approval of policy
rests in the Office of the
President.
9. This governance system
recognizes and . works in conjunct]on with the tesitimate administrative organization of
Governors State University.
10. The governance system
includes mechanisms for orderly
and reasoned changes which
allow for modification and selfrenewal.
11. If at any time after two
years following adoption of the
governance system a need is seen
to change the total constitution,
then by a vote of two-thirds of the
total Assembly membership OJnd
a majority within each of three of
the four organized constituencies, a constitutional
convention shall be called for the
purpose of drafting a new constitution. Otherwise, the constitution will expire five years
after final adoption. If a new
system is not approved and
received by the Board of
Governors by the end of that fiveyear period, the operational
system will serve until a new
system is approved and received.
ARTICLE I. CONSTITUENCIES
OF THE
GOVERNANCE SYSTEM

Section 1: The constituencies of
the Governance System shall
include students, faculty, civil
service personnel , the com munity, and administrators. The
organized constituencies shall
elect their representatives to the
Governance System in separate
balloting.
Community
representatives shall be appointed by the President of the
University.
Section 2: The Governance
System shall recognize the
University's commitment to
interaction with the community
by utilizing the expertise and
interest of community members
in the University Assembly, on
committees of the Assembly,
collegial and University
community councils, and other
ways that will enhance Uni versity -Community coopera tion.
Section J: For purpose of
governance, an individual at the
University can be a participatiOQ

and voting member of only one
constituent group. Constituents
serving the University in more
than one capacity shall determine the constituency to which
they wish to belong. Once a
commitment is made. the individual must remain within the
constituency at least for a year.
unless drastic change in status
takes place, such as a move from
University Professor to an administrative position.
Section 4:
The following constituencies are recognized tor the
purpose of governance:
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tation, depending on their particular functions.
Sect ion 3: The University
Judiciary shall monitor the
operation of the Governance
System and upon appeal shall
render specific interpretations of
policy and adjudicate questions
arising out of the operation of
that system .
Section 4: A Governance Committee, responsible to the
President of the University, shall
monitor the structure and
processes of the Governance
System and recommend
proposed changes to the
President" and the University
Assembly.
Section 5: The student body, the
faculty, the civil service, and the
administration may organize
themselves into separate con·
stituency groups. While not
policy making bodies. they serve
to facilitate communication
between constituent members,
and to represent issues or con cerns of the constituency to the
University Judiciary and/ or
·university
Assembly
representatives. They shall insure that representatives are
elected from the constituency to
serve on the Univ ersity
Assembly. A chairperson, vice
chairperson. and secretary shall
be identif ied for each con stituency group.

In the event of a vacancy, the
alternative member shall fill the
vacant seat for the constituency
group for the remainder of the
unexpired term . The second
runner-up will be elected by the
constituent group in the .event of
multiple vacancies.
Section 3 : Non-participatin9
Members or Vacancy
Any member missing three (3)
consecutive regularly scheduled
meetings of the University
Assembly or a total of five (5)
such meetings during his/ her
tenure will be replaced by the
alternative member of his/ her
constituency, unless the absences
are excused by the Executive
Committee.
Section 4: Terms of Office
The membership will serve for
two-year terms, with the exception that 50 percent of the
members elected for the first
Assembly will serve for one year,
at which time the vacancies will
be filled for two-year terms.
Those individuals having
received the largest number of
votes in each constituency in the
first election will be considered
as having won two-year terms.

Organizatio_nal details shall be
the responsibility of the individual constituency groups.
ARTICLE Ill.
THE UNIVERSITY ASSEMBLY
Section 1: University Assembly
Structure

Community: from the region
A single body, called the
served by the University, the
University Assembly, shall be the
President shall appoint two major policy-generating body for
private citizens to participate in all University-wide concerns.
the University Governance Assemb\.y membership shall be
System.
distributed among the five
Students: all persons in good constituencies as follows:
standing as defined in University
Community: There shall be two
policy who are registered for
(2) representatives of the
instruction at the University for community appointed by the
one or more units in the sessions President of the University.
in which they participate in the
Faculty : two faculty
governance of the University.
representatives shall be elected
Faculty : all University from each college and five atProfessors, including librar ians large by the total faculty conand counselors. whose major stituency from nominees from
function in any academic year is the colleges. No more than three
instruction (direct and Indirect) · (3,) candidates may be put foror research.
ward from any ·single college for
Civil Service: all persons hired
the at-large election. One of the
by the University under Civil
faculty members shall be elected
Service regulations. both exempt by the Assembly membership as
and non-exempt.
chairperson.
Administrators : all persons hired
Students: One student
by the University primarily in an
representative shall be elected
administrative capacity and who
from each college. Three adspend more than 50 percent of
ditional student representatives
their time in such capacity in any shall be elected at-large by the
given academic year.
student constituency from
nominees from the colleges. No
ARTICLE II. The UNIVERSITY
more than two at-large can·
GOVERNANCE SYSTEM
didates may be nominated from
each college. A single
Section 1: The University
representative shall be selected
Governance System shall consist
by former graduates from among
of a representative University themselves to represent the
Assembly, a University
Judiciary, and a Governance alumni.
Civil Service: There shall be
Committee-coordinate
bodies
four (4) civil service represen·
which perform different, but
tatives elected at-large from the
interrelated functions. The
civil service staff.
governance system recognizes
Administration: There shall be
the responsibility of the Office of
the Pres I dent for the i m · two (2) administrative
plementatlon of policy and the representatives elected at-large
limited power of ve to vested in from the administration
constituency. In addition, the
that office.
President of the University shall
Section 2: The University be an ex officio non -voting
Assembly, comprised of member of the University
students, faculty, community, Assembly.
civil service personnel. and
adm i nistrators, shall be the Section 2: Alternative Members
The runner-up in each conprimary governance body within
the University. Based on the stituency election shall be
principle of a unicameral designated "alternative memgoverning body, it will generate ber." In the event of the absence
most of Its policies through the of a member at a meeting,
efforts of Standing or Ad Hoc his/ her place will be taken by the
Committees whose compositions alternative member, who shall
shall resemble that of the serve as a fully empowered
University Assembly. but in member of the Assembly until
different degrees of represen- the return of the absent member.

Section 5: Nominations
Candidates for the Assembl}
will be nominated by the members of each constituent unit by
ballot or caucus or by petition ( ~
percent of the constituent or
collegial group or membership at
large. whichever is appropriate).
It will be the responsibility of
each college or constituency
group to insure that the names of
candidates are provided for each
position or group of positions to
be filled.
Section 6: Election to the
University Assembly
Each voter shall cast as many
votes as there are positions to be
filled in the constituency, but not
more than one vote may be given
to any sing le candidate. The
candidates recei ving the highest
number of votes (top two faculty
candidates in each collegial
election and top five at-large
candidates, the top student
candidate in each collegial
election and top three at-large
candidates, including the alumni
representative. four top civil
service candidates, and two top
administration candidates) shall
be considered elected. The
election shall be by secret ballot.
In case of challenges to the
validity of an election result, a
recount of ballots will be undertaken by the University
Judiciary. enlarged to includ·e the
candidates for the office under
contention.
Section 7: Officers of the
Assembly
The officers of the Assembly
shall be: the Chairperson, the
Vice Chairperson, and the
Secretary.
· The Chairperson and Vice
Chairperson shall be members of
the faculty, elected by the
Assembly from the Assembly
membership. The person
receiving the largest number of
votes shall be Chairperson; the
second largest number, Vice
Chairperson. The Secretary shall
be a non-faculty member of the
Assembly, elected fr~m the
Assembly membership. The term
of office of Assembly officers
shall be one year. No Assembly
member shall serve as an officer
for more than three consecutive
years.
Section 8: Functions of the
University Assembly
a. The University Assembly is
the princi pal governance body
w ithin the University serving as
the collective voice of all constituencies.
b. The University Assembly
shall function as a body of review
and approval for recom mendations generated by the
several constituencies, standin~
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Executive Committee is not
civil service employees, or processes of the governan ce
committees and other budgeted
student services and activities, system ;
debatable.
units of the University as well as
b. function as a committee on
6. The Executive Committee
including the expenditure of
a policy-generating body for all
committees
in recommending
shall
meet
at
least
twice
each
student
body
funds.
It
will
study
University-wide concerns not
these and make policy recom- appointments to committees of
month.
falling within the jurisdiction of
Section 10: Committees of the
mendations to the University University-wide concerns that
the aforementioned groupings.
Assembly. It shall have sub- are not University Assembly
Assembly
C. The semi-autonomous status
a.
The
major
function
of
the
committees
on Faculty Affairs, committees;
of collegial and other budgetary
c. develop policies and
committees of the Assembly or
Student Affairs, and Civil Service
units shall be preserved except
procedures
relating to election of
Standing
Committees
is
the
Affairs.
where due process is an issue,
development of recomSection 11: Assembly Meetings representatives to various
has not been followed, or where
mendations for policy. Policy
a . The University Assembly University bod_ies;
there is a violation of University
d. meet as often as necessary to
recommendations may be
shall meet once each month.
and system-wide policies.
proposed by the constituencies,
b. The Executive Committee of carry out its responsibilities, but
d. The University Assembly
individuals or groups, other
the University Assembly or the not less than once a month.
shall establish standing comstanding committees, and by
President of the University may
mittees, whose compositions
ARTICLE VI.
members of the Assembly.
call special roeetings of the
shall resemble that of the
COLLEGIAL GOVERNANCE
Recommendations
emanating
University Assembly, or that Sedion 1: Each college shall
University Assembly, but in
from other sources, such as
body may be called Into special have its own governance system
different degrees of represenalumni, community, or advisory
session by petition of one-third of · which will reflect its particular
tation depending on their pargroups must be presented for
the members of the University character, mission, and values,
trcular function.
action through a constituency,
Assembly.
I t shall also establish ad hoc
provided that no provision of the
standing committee, or
c. The current edition of governance systems of the
committees, as the need arises,
Robert's Rules of Order will be several colleges is contrary to
Assembly member.
to carry out specific tasks. Such
b. Members of the standing
the parliamentary guide of the any provision of this Constitution.
committees shall have a
committees shall be appointed by
Assembly.
specified finite life not to exceed
Section 2: Each collegial
the Executive Committee, acting
d. A quorum will be as provided governing body shall decide all
one year, the exact length to be
as a committee on committees,
in Robert's Rules of Order.
determined by the Assembly.
matters pertaining to its own
with the approval of the
e. The Executive Committee of
internal operation, consistent
University Assembly.
ARTICLE IV. THE
the Assembly shall develop its
with University-wide and systemc. Ordinarily, the standing
UNIVERSITY JUDI CIARY
own agenda which must include
wide policies and practices
committees will reflect the - Section 1: The University established by the University and
recommendations submitted by
constituencies of the University Judiciary shall consist of eleven the Board of Governors,
the constituency groups, standing
Assembly in their composition. (11) members, five appointed by guaranteeing due process.
committees, and other budgeted
d. Each committee shall select the President of the University Section 3: If any college fails to
units.
a chairperson, vice chairperson, and five by the Executive develop and have ratified a
f. Decisions of the University
and secretary. The Chairperson Committee with the approval of governance system within eight
Assembly on all questions shall
of the committee shall be a the University Assembly. The months of the adoption of this
be made by concurrence of an
member of the Univers ity President and Executive Com- Constitution , the University
absolute majority of members,
mittee shall each in their choices Assembly, with the assistance of
Assembly.
unless the constitution stipulates
a larger majority or when
e. University Assembly select one representative from
the University Governance
Roberts Rules of Order specify
standing committee meetings are each of the five constituencies. Committee, will proceed to draw
otherwise. In certain cases the
open except where ci r- An additional faculty up a governance system for the
Assembly may elect to refer a
cumstances require closed representative sha II be elected college{s) in question.
question to the several conmeetings or executive session. at-large from the faculty con- Section 4: Each college shall be
stituencies for resolution upon
f. The University Assembly stituency to ser ve as chairperson. assisted by a collegial council
the vote of one half of the
may, by two-thirds vote. remove The chairperson shall vote only in consisting of representatives
members. The approval of a
a standing committee chair - the event of a tie vote. No from the community.
majority of each cons:tituency is
person if over a period of six member of the University Section 5: Actions of a collegial
required for the matter to
months the committee fails to Judiciary may be a University unit considered contrary to
become ef fective.
function. On recommendation of Assembly representative.
University policy or a violation of
g. The University Assembly
the chairperson, the Executive Section 2: The University shall:
due process may be appealed
a. monitor the execution of through the appropriate
will be guided by the laws of the
Committee of the Assembly may
State of Illinois, the policies of the
remove individual committee policy passed by the University University appeals system.
Board of Governors of State
members for non-participation. Assembly;
ARTICLE VII.
b. on appeal, render opinions
Colleges and Universities, and
g. Each committee shall report
CONSTITUTIONAL
the es-tablished and approved to the University Assembly on its concerning the implemention of a
AMENDING PROCEDURE
goals, mission, and guidelines of
deliberations on a regular basis. policy or take action to delay Section 1: Amendments may be
Governors Slate University .
h. The standing committees such implementation;
initiated by any individua l or
. c. monitor the execution of group within any of the five
F inal approval of policy rests in
shall be:
the Office of the President.
1. Committee on Academic administrative policy and actions University constituencies or by
and shall render decisions on the University Assembly.
h. When ever an Assembly
Policies
recommendation requiring
The Committee will receive their constitutionality;
Section 2: All amendments must
d. receive from the University be referred to the University
Presidential approval is disapfrom either the Executive
proved or not acted upon by the
Committee or the University Assembly issues arising from the Governance Comm ittee for
President within 30 calendar
Assembly questions, concerns. operation of the existing . consideration and recomdays of the passage and transand recommendations related to governnance system which mendation.
mittal of the recommendation,
curriculum and instruction. It demand resolution and take Section 3: A written version of
the Assembly, by a vote exwill study these and make policy appropriate action.
the proposed amendment must
e. render opinions on the be circulated to the entire
ceeding three - fourths of a
recommendations to the
quorum present and voting, may
University Assembly. The ap- constitutionality of an Assembly
University Community for
call its recommendation to the
proved goals, mission, and action when appealed to it by a reaction at least four weeks prior
attention of the Board of
guidelines for GSU will serve as constituency group or by petition to any balloting on the proposed
Governors for resolution. The
primary bases for consideration of at least five Assembly amendment(sl.
President will be obligated to of all educational policies and members. If the opinions of the
University Judiciary is In oppresent the conflicti ng recom - programs.
Section 4: At least two open
mendations to the Board.
2. Committee on Budget and position to Assembly action, the hearings, one during the day and
matter shall require a two-thirds one in the evening, shall be
Section 9 : The Execut ive
Fisca I Resources
~- ·;
Committee
The Committee will receive vote of the total Assembly arranged for the purpose of
a . The Executive Committee
from either the Executive membership to overrule it. The considering the proposed
shall consist of eight (8) memCommittee or the University judicial body may appeal the amendment. Additional meetings
bers which shall include the
Assembly questions, concerns, overruling of its opinion 1o the shall be arranged at the request
Chairperson, Vice Chairperson,
and recommendations related to President of the University. In of at least 50 constituents or by
and Secretary of the Assembly all financial matters of the special Instances an appeal may action of the University
and a representative elected by
University. It will study these be made to the Board of Assembly.
the Assembly from each of the and matters on fiscal policies Governors;
f. meet as often as necessary to Section 5: Ratification of
constituent groups represented emanating from the budgeted
carry
out its responsibilit ies, but amendments requires the apwithin the Assembly. The
units and make policy recomParliamentarian shall be a non- mendations to the University not less than once a month.
proval of an absolute majority of
voting member of the Executtve
Assembly.
the members of the University
ARTICLE V.
Committee.
3. Committee on Physical
Assembly and concurrence of a
THE UNIVERSITY
b. The Executive Committee
majority in three out of the four
Resources
GOVERN.A:NCE COMMITTEE
shall:
The Committee will receive
constituencies.
Section
1: The University
1. Prepare the Assembly
from either the Executjve
agenda .
Committee or the University Governance Committee shall Section 6: Amendments shall
2. Appoint standing and ad hoc
Assembly questions, concerns, or consist of twelve { 12) members, become effective one week after
committees of the Assembly.
recommendations related to the one -half appo i nted by the certification of t he amendment
3. Assign work to the CQIJI·
development, maintenance, and President of the University and balloting, approval by the
mittees under Assembly
use of University physical one -half by the Executive President, and receipt by the
jurisdiction.
resources. It will study these and Committee of the University Board of Governors.
4. Call emergency meetings of
make policy recommendations to Assembly. It shall be
representative of the University
the Assembly when cir the University Assembly.
Community.
- cumstances dictate.
4. Committee on Human
Section 2: The Committee is
5. Serve as an interim funcResources
tioning body between meetings of
The Committee will receive directly responsible to the
President of the University, but
the Assembly. All decisions of the
from either the Executi ve
Executive Committee must be
Committee or the University must report its recommendations
presented to the Assembly . lfs
Assembly questions, concerns, or for change to both the President
actions may be challenged and
recommend at ions related to and the University Assembly.
reversed by a two-thirds vole of
either personnel matters for Section 3: The University
the Assembly. A motion to
faculty .and administration, areas Governance Committee shall:
a. monitor the structure and
challenge the actions of the
of University responsibi lity for

,
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Yeah! The
Responsive Chord
Some say it is a gift
Some say it is talent
Some say it is effort
Some say it is practice
Some say it is work.
All of this is true,
but it goes one step further.
To play is to feel
To play is not a challenge
to please the critics, but
a challenge to send a message.
When someone recognizes
and feels that extra step,
then the message has been received.
A piece is performed not
only to entertain,
but also to express and send
a message, have it received,
felt and returned.
If this occurs, the performer
has done his job well and he is truly a
Lucky Man- Yeah!
Paul

Pleasure with It~ shadow of pain

Seeing the sunlight
.-through the rain

began searching instead of experiencing. And sometimes it's just an
escape. More often than not you end up
with a rainy-day women. A rainy-day
women is a substitute lover. She has
nothing to offer but ~an empty experiencing of a sense of estasy. You
become addicted to that estasy. You
chase it and you grasp for straws. First
it's once a week. Then it's oftener. If
you're perceptive. you realize what
you're doing. If you're like me you
write about it. so maybe someone else
will realise that and learn to deal with
it. Everything I write in ths column is
as much for me as for you. 1 was about
to write that writing for me is probably
a rainy-dav women. But when I write
like this. it's an extension of my love for
all of you. There's nothing cheap or
empty about that. My love grows every
time one of you responds to it. And my
capacity to handle it develops as well.
That's what sharing is all about.
That's why GSU is a people-place. And
that's why I write this column about us.
Because we are the people who make
this place a people-place. We are the
realization of the hippie ethic of
universal love by our openness and
honesty. And we call each other on it
when we·re not. We do it in friendship
because we care. and caring is a very
special kind of loving: A bittersweet
kind that has its fullest expression in a
tearful smile. and a look that speaks
more truth than words ever could.

A LOT OF YOU are old enough (t•r
found the realization that I could love
maybe young enough) to have exsomebody: That l had so much love to
perienced that uniquely Midwestern
g1ve and to share . Love is the most
phenomenon during the late SO's and
powerful force there is to handle. Love
early 60's of having been expected to be
is not a rational. objectifiable
a greaser. I say "expected" because a
phenomenon. It is an emotiona l,
lot of us never made it as greasers even
physiological and psychological exthough we played by those rules.
perience. To see it all around, to see
To be in high school at that time was
other people experience it and not to
to be a part of a tough. demanding,
have experienced it makes one anxious.
competitive environment. There were
Yet to search is not to have, much less
expectations set for you by other people
to experience.
which you had to live up to. You had to
Realizing that you can love is often a
have a leather jacket or you just
very frustrating experience, because
weren't in. You handled a lot of ininstead of letting it happen you try to
terpersonal relationships with yow:
force it. I remember myself going
fists. If you showed the typical
around and literally screaming "Hey I
adolescent fears and uncertainties
love you. Why can't you Jove me back?"
through your sensitivity, openness and
What is significant about all of this is
honesty you were considered unthat it didn 'I happen to me until very
masculine. or worse yet a queer. The
recently. It happened right here at
I want someone
judgment was P.laced upon you by
GSU. It happened because I saw the
to come home to at night.
your ·peers. And if you chose to be
results of other peoples' reacting in the
I'm tired of rainy day women
different you stayed alone or found
same way.
and empty promises.
others who shared your need for inOnly in many instances your
and being taken for a ride.
dividuali
ty. Ma ybe you saw a
response was to marry someone, and
and being lied to.
shallowness or incongruity in the
many of you did this at that point in
and having no one to buy things for.
greaser values, which were in a very
your life when you were torn between
no one to ask bow I am tonight.
real sense white middle class values.
the greaser/ middle -c lass no one to ten me little things that happened.
Greasers drank a Jot of beer. smoked
marriage/ family ethic and the hipI'm tired.
a lot of straights and bopped aroun~ .
p ie/ counter-cu l tu r e - com and I can't see to write this.
But when you shucked that youthful
munal/ mega-family ethic.
and I'm alone.
passtime you got a job. settled down
And for some of you marriage
and I don't want to be.
and raised a family .
worked. For many of you it worked only
I don't want to be.
Something happened in the mid 60's
for a litUe while. You compromised
don't want to be.
to
change all of that. It was a profound
between the two conflicting value
want to be.
enough change to be culturally revsystems by having relationships with
to be.
olutionary. Between '66 and '70 a lot
partners outside of your marriage. And
be.
of
greasers became hippies. And to
for a while you were hap'py. Only the
So I am.
accept a hippie life style was to reject
more each of you were exposed to other
I am.
the greaser values. Competition
people. the more both of you changed.
am.
became anathema. Violence as a
And you tried to analyze your
am alone.
means of proving something or as a
degenerating marriage rationally. yet
I am alone.
means of tackling problems became
the emotions kept getting in the way.
intolerable.
You ended up hurting each other. You
With my thoughts.
But if there was one devastating,
finally ended up splitting as man and
my typewriter .
totally irreconcilable blow dealt to the
wife but remaining close friends.
my music.
greaser myth, it was the realization
Yet both of you crave love, and that I
myself.
that love was all around and not
can identify with very closely. You
myself al.ong.
restricted to the bounds of marriage.
Playing with patterns
That tore at the very structure of
in words and sounds
America~society . It is the one thread
and ideas impinged
- the universal fiber - that pulled the
on paper
whole thing together. The simple
as words
realization that one person could love
words
more than just one other person.
I was a child conceived in Jove.
words with
I remember myself how
From a tiny seed I grew into a plant.
no meaning.
I was broken.
I bled.
I hurt.
I hated.
I turned inside and grew angry.
At myself.
At the world.
But I healed and grew some more.
I grew wild.
I wouldn't bend with the wind.
Love is an answer.
But I couldn't break again.
Life is a question.
And at the end of a long wi.n ter there came a spring.
Knowing what is in between transcends understanding.
The rain fe11 like it never fell before.
Knowing is, understanding isn't.
The sun followed the rain and I grew.
Love is knowing, understanding isn't.
I found my completeness in being a bud.
To understand 1ove is to loose it,
Now I long to blossom into a flower.
because to question is not to know.
That the sun will shine upon and warm.
Knowing is an answer.
That the rain will wash and refresh.
Understanding is a question.
That the wind will carress and fondle .
If you have to ask something than you')) never know it.
That another child will look upon and smile with love.
To know is to experience.
To understand is to seek.
Loving is doing.
Seeking is trying.
Knowing tells.
"Lovin' you is easy
FRIDAY NIGHT
Understanding asks.
'Cause you're beautiful".
Between is nothing, which is everything.
Minni Riverton
"Lovin' comes easy
Completed in a state of deliriWll.
SATURDAY NIGHT
when you're beautiful".
following much agonizing soul
Tony Wardynski
searching in persuit of pleasure
" And when you love
without its shadow of pain.
SUNDAY MORNING
you are beauty".
Yet though they are inseparable,
Krishnamurti
you can't have a shadow without
Nothing more need be said because that says everything there is to say.
light.

Tryin' ain't

makin' it

The Garden In My Head
The World In My ·H eart

Friday's Euphoria
Becoming Saturday's
~rofundity Of Trivia

The Trilogy Of Harmony
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INNOVAI'Oit

Every Monday Starting·
Jan. 13, 1975
9Pm
Ilon. $2.00
Natural Food
Juice Lounge
8236 S. Cottage Grove Ave.
ul'vehada
breast removed!'

'he Innovator needs a cartoonist
If you are interested in making
some extra money or have
cartoons which you
would like us
to consider for
publication,
come in tomorrow
afternoon or call
ext. 2 260

woman from Reach to Recovery
said to me after my own
mastectomy. I asked her
which one. I couldn't tell by
looking. Mostly I couldn't
believe I'd ever look that
good, or feel so right again.
"But I do. You can see
for yourself.
"Reach to Recovery is
a special volunteer corps
o f women who have all
had surgery for breast cancer. The woman who came
to visi1 me showed me how
to do special exercises. She
gave me a booklet that had
answers to more questions
than I'd thought to ask.
"And more than that.
she helped me realize I
was still me. She helped
give me the confidence to
get on the road again- the
road to recovery."
Reach to Recovery. If
someone you know needs
this service, please call
your local Unit of the American Cancer Society.
~

American
CancerSodety •
TtUS- SPA-tE COi.TRIB\Jl'£0 BY THE PUBUSHER
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''We Pressed Onward
they're malting, but it sure is potent.
" And the~ all have their own
marijuana patches. They all grow the
stuff. Me, I don't go in for that.
"My house is haunted, you know. It
was built in 1825. We have a ghost. We
call him Ralph. People who don't
believe in ghosts come over, and that's
when Ralph gets mad. He performs for
them. They always go away a believer.
" We started a saucer-watcher's club.
Out on the hill, we have people
watching for them ror when they will
return. '' .
Have any flying saucers been to
Crum Creek before?
" Oh, of course. I saw one myself. It

was hovering over my propeny. ~
beam of light came out from the bottom
of the craft to the ground, near where I
stood.
"You can bet that when the craft
comes back and I see that beam of
light, I'm going to stand under it and
see where it takes me."
Finishing the meal, the bus riders
assemble themselves back on the bus.
It is still about 20 more hours before the
yellow vehicle pulls into the GSU
parking lot. The travelers have just
spent the weekend in New Hampshire,
attending a video workshop.
Gene Youngblood, author and main

Gene Youngblood- author of "Expanded Cinema"
shared part of the long ride bock to Illinois with a
buslood of GSU bound students.

CO-OP INFORMER
Our third GSU student left for
Washington, D.C. at the beginning of this -month to participate
in the Co-op positions with the
Dept. of H. E.W. Elton Franklin,
CCS, left February 3 to staTt in a
program for underprivileged
students. Latest reports from the
first two students, Tom Novak

/

J-32-SC
EARLY
CHILDHOOD
TEACHER, expected to teach 4-5
year olds, supervise student
teachers, assist teachers in
planning activities. Located in
Missouri. Master's required.
J-31-SC
Leadership functions in the
various business operations of a
community college with major
emphasis on ACCOUNTING.
Bachelors required, preferably
business and / or accounting.
Experience required.
J -24-BC
PROGRAMMER/ ANALYST.
FORTRAN-Corporate financial
group needs in-house
programmer/ analyst to support
financial operating controls and
reporting systems. Person should
have 1-2 years experience with
FORTRAN.
J-23-TH
DAY CAMP work in recruitment, program planning and
development, and scheduling.
Begin in June.
J -21-RH
PLANNING INTERN. Assist
with fiscal preparation of master
plan for a small village.
Preparation of charts, maps, and
tables.
J -19-TH
WRITE a college recruitment
manual. Co-op student, part time.
Salary open to negotiation .
J -17-LE
LABORATORY TECH NICIAN . Quality Control
Lab. Run routine analysis on
pharm aceuticals and raw
materials. BA in chemistry or in
analyst program required.
J-16-LF
BIOLOGIST for pharmaceuticalcompany. Ooanimalassaying
such as U.S.P. pyrogen, ACTH
and other bio assays. BA in
biology reauired

J -39-MR
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER of year -round camp
for P.mo tfonally disturbed
children. Supervise staff of 40.
Full-time position and individual
would be permitted to work on a
doctorate at a nearby state
University.
J-38-BC
INSTRUCTORS in Accounti ng / Bu siness Law ,
Management, Accounting,
Material Management, English
Composition,
Speech/ Drama,
Refrigeration/ Air Conditioning,
Fashion Design, Biology, Medical Office Assistant, Chi ld Care,
Sociology / Pub lic Administration. Apply before
3/ 1/ 75.
J -37-SC
SWIMMING INSRUCTOR .
Certified Red Cross (WSI). Teach
three 1/ 2 hour sessions.
S10/ session.
0-30-BC
BOATING AND CANOEING
DIRECTOR. Teach rowing and
canoeing, s upervise care of
equipment and boating safety.
W.S. I. and small craft certification required. Part time.
D-29-BC
CRAFTS DIRECTOR . Course
work and strong background in
Art and Natu re Crafts .
Responsible for developing and
condu cting creat ive c raf t
programs. Part time.
D-28-BC
SPORTS AND RECREATION
DIR ECTORS. Teach riflery,
archery, golf, and soccer. Have a
general knowledge of sports and
games. Part time.
D-27-BC
N AT U R E D I R E C T O,R S.
Responsible for developing and
conducting nature program.
Must have course work in
Natural Science and Environmental education.

J-8-BC
J-15-BC
WILL COUNTY SHERIFF 'S
JOB DEVELOPER and
resour ce person for a Chicago POLICE will be holding testing
Community
Service for appointment to the Force.
Organization. Should have some Must be 21 prior to actual appointment, a H.S. graduate, and
job experience.
w fll be subjected to extensive
J -14- BC
COMMUNITY RESOURCE physical, aptitu de , and
DEVELOPER. Attend meetings psychological tests.
& conferences, conduct personal D-32-HC
& telephone interviews, prepare
PRIMITIVE
CAMP
research reports on youth related DIRECTOR. Conduct programs
topics.
in outdoor cooking, camp craft
J-12- RH
and backpacking and interest ir.
PARK AND GOLF COURSE Nature Crafts . A.C.A. camp
MAINTENANCE. Someone crafter, Part time.
interested in environmentally J-1-BC
oriented programs preferred.
Summer student assistant
J -10-SC
positions available to all R.N.
DIRECTOR . Program to get STUDENTS. Full time, days,
police out of follow-up problems
p.m.'s, or nights.
with family disputes. Masters
J-5-BC
and Social Worker State License.
FACULTY OR RESEARCH
POSITION
opening. In English
D-28-BC
SPORTS AND RECREATION Department as part time
DIRECTORS. Teach reflery, lecturer. (Possible 8-12 openings)
archery, golf and soccer. Have a $750-$1200 depending on
general knowledge of sports and qualifications, per c ourse.
Master's degree or experience
games. Part time.
equivalent. Teaching freshmen
D-29-BC
. CRAFTS DIRECTOR. Course composition. Effective date,
work and strong background in Spring, 1975.
Art and Nature Cra ft s . J-7-SC
BOOKEEPING,
TYPING,
Responsible for developing and
conducting creativ e craft CLERICAL. 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m .
programs, including ordering Five days a week. $3/ hr.
s upplies and maintaining Permanent.
extensive inventory. Part time. J-8-BC
WILL COUNTY SHERRIF'S
D-30-BC
BOATING AND CANOEING POUCE will be holding testing
DIRECTOR. Teach rowing and for appointment to the Force.
canoeing, supervise care of Prospective candidates must be
equipment, and boating safety. 21 prior to actual appointment, a
W.S.I. and small craft high school graduate, and will be
certification requir~. Part time. subjected to extensive physical,
aptitude, and psychological
D-31-BC
BOATING AND CANOEING testing as well as an in-depth
DIRECTOR. Teach rowing and background investigation prior to
canoeing. supervise care of appointment. Salary range is <for
equipment and boating safety _ patrolmen l S9,900 ro Sl2,650.

and Mike ~kyer, our en couraging:
" Phenomenal",
" Great Learning Experience".
" Interesting", etc. Sounds good!
The-next positions should open up
around June, so if you are an
undergrad student and interested
in an exciting learning experience, you have some time to
get ready.
The recruitment date. for
J -9-SC
BABYSITTER for Women's
Bible Study group. 9: 45-11 : 15
Wednesdays only. 5-6 preschoolers.
D-26-BC
SWJ.MMING POOL DIRECTOR .- Prev ious teaching ex perience. Must have knowledge
of pool operation and maint e nance. Respons i ble for
developing & conducting
waterfront programs. Part time.
D-25-SC
TUTORS needed in Ac counting, Communications Skill Writing, and Reading, Reading,
Engl ish, Math, Science. Counselling, and Biology.
D-22-BC
PSYCHOLOGIST . experience
working with deaf and hard of
hear ing. Teacher Consultants
( Illinois Supervisory Certificate
required) Deaf and hard of
hearing, with experience in
junior and senior high school.
Multiple and / or physically
handicapped . Parent/ Infant
educator for handicapped experience in working with 0-5 age
group and parents. Audiologist
background in instruction with
deaf and hard of hearing.
D-21-BC
COU NSELING POSITIONS
AND ASSISTANTSHI PS to
q ualified students who are
interested in working with young
children suffering from primary
behavior disorders of chi ldhood.
D-3-BC
SUMMER JOBS IN EUROPE
1975 BOOKLET is now in at the
main Co-op office. See Mrs.
Conely or Mr. Collins for more
information.
N-44-TH
ACADEMIC LIBRARY work.
Located in Chicago area. Variety
of duties including cataloging,
s"elving and desk vork.

Papl5

mnovator

'J11usting Our &.o·r dJeSUSflectro"
speaker at the conference, had spent
some time in the bus, bitching a ride
with the group from Dover, N.H. to
Springfield, Mass.
What happened on the trip is
impossible to relate in a short

F edera l Civil Service ha s
changed from April 15, 1975 to
April9, 1975. Further information
will be forthcoming as we get it
organized.
Howard University will again
sponsor its "Commu nication
Careers Conference" during the
week of March 10 through March
16, 1975. The Conference brings

together recruiters and jobseekers in various areas of
communication arts, science and
media, such a s lingu istics,
s peech patho logy, television,
film, news journalism, and advertising. If you require further
information and/ or an application, please contact Burton
Collins, main Co-op Office.

N 39-TH

N-3-TH
WR ITE 'stringers' for area
newspaper . Articles will be
bylines & pay 512.50 per article.
Background in English,
Municipal Government. or
Journalism.
N-1-TH
RECREATION
PROGRAMMERS, SOCIAL WOR KERS
DETACHED WORKERS /
COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS in
alternative after care program
for adjudicated delinquents,
caseload of 5. Work/ study.

PLACEMENT I DEVELO PMEN T COUNSELOR.
Develop College work / study
assignments in public or private
not-for -profit a!=jencies.
N-12-SC
TUTORS needed in Communications, English, Math,
Science, Business, and Natural
Science. Major in area. C-plus
average.
N-5-TH
ORGANIZING ACTIVITY in
grass roots community.
Work/ study.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
ROOM NUMBERS & TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Central

Room

BC- Burt Collins

P-1205

2164/ 2163

D-3324

W6/W7
2'Z76/ 2'!:77

Phone

BPS

RK - Robert Kelley
MR- Marshall Reavis
ES- Elaine Strauss

D -3326
D-1206

2164/2163

ccs
TH- Tom Haugsby

B-2314

2459

EAS
LF Leon Fennoy
RH -Russell Hollister
.JW- Jack Wysong

A-1120
A-1121

A-1122

2494
2489
2493

HLD

TD-TomDeem
CT- Carolyn Tal boll

C-3608
C-3607

2212

2359

newspaper article. But some people
wrote down their thouf!hts while the
journey was going on. ~Here's what
they wrote.
''The pf>net ra ble rays w·e·re
permeating consciousness, o~. but

that didn't stop the foolhardy from the
criss-crossing journey that ended
somewhere near the perilous
northeastern peninsula."
"Incarnate miles traversing recluse
minds to foam. Burning with minimal
sleep, microphones dangling, lenses
fogged , no current. Legs with no room
to stretch."
"Catatonia is not the answer at this or
any other time. Plugs may solve any
three dimensional catharsis. I repeat,
not the answer.''
I don't profess to know what any of
this means, but it continues.
"Madame Keller renounces the
subdivision of the yellow whale. <Front,
back, and middle, with a garbage bag
in each section, I might add>. However,
backlash from the back
predominated."
" Whoever controls the music ,
controls the bus."
"All the inhabitants of the bus slept
fearful all the while that the bus driver
wasn't underhandedly crawling
towards the New Hampshire goal."
"Night settled and entered the bus,
but we pressed onward trusting our
Lord Jesus Electro to glide us and lead
us not into Ohio."
All journeys must end, and this one
concluded when the rolling classroom
pulled up to the GSU doors.
The driver said, " We have landed. I
hope each of you had a pleasant flight."

Studenta attending the New Hampshire conference were treated
to a complex video-art demonatratlon. Images were profected
onto a 72 Inch acreen complete
with -'e audio accompaniment.

Education
J -1-BC
SUMMER
STUDENT
ASSISTANT POSITIONS to all
R.N. students. Full time, days,
p.m.s or nights.
D-32-BC
PRIMITIVE CAMP DIRECTOR . Conduct programs in
outdoor cooking, camp &att and
backpacking and interest in
Nature Crafts. A.C.A. camp
crafter. part time.
0 -31-BC
SUMMER CAMP DIRECTOR.
June - August, 75. $500/ month.
Responsible for overall program
direction. training and supervising staff. Part time.
F-9-SC
TEACHER AID. Male needed
to work with emotionally
disturbed children. Prefer major
in special education.
F-8-TH
ACCOUNTING,
BOOKKEEPING, & BUDGET ING responsibilities in
social service agency.
$900/ month, plus benefits.
F-7-TH
INTERVIEWING activities
with exposure to state and nonprofit agencies to which one
might refer. Appropriate for
social work and political science
students. Volunteer basis only.
F-6-RH
MEDIA SPECIALIST. Writing
& layout of brochures. Some
photography experience helpful.
Some experience with audio
visual aid equipment.
F-5-SC
STUDENT
COORDIANTOR
OF ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION .
Provide
academic, vocational and personal counseling to students.
assist in matters concerning
recruitment, retention & public
relations.

F-3-BC
MATHEMATICS
teacher.
Master's in Mathematics with
some preparation and/ or experience in computer
programming.
F-2-BC
Person with PUBLIC ACCOUNTING experience needed. 1
-2 years experience. Maximum
salary, $15.000.
F-1-BC
TEACHERS needed : Art .
Home Econom ics, Phys1 cal
Science. Math, Health, and
Resource Room teacher.
J-43-BC
SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS.
should have some academ •c
background in Child Develop
ment and/ or Child Psychology.
Part-time and full -time.
J-47-BC
GIRLS
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
TEACHER
needed. Beginning salary for a
B.A. is S8,650.
J-46-BC
F-11-SC
Recreation summer help
wanted for two condominiums In
their recreation program. Brief
resume of related experience.
Salary commensurate with
experience.
F-12-TH
RECEPTION 1ST - CLERK.
Answer phones, take messages.
meet public, maintain files &
reports. Located within the
University.
F-13-TH
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Relate to community
agencies and University personnel through information.
FoJiow through on meetings & supply supportive
administrative services. Assist in
preparation of executive board
meetings.

J-45-RH
GENERAL OFFICE. Typing,
clerical & duplicating. 20-30 hrs.
per week.
J-44-SC
TEACHERS for trainable
children and for totally dependent children at a pediatrics
nursing home. 5 days per week.
J-4·3-SC
TEACH typing, shorthand, &
science. B.A. required, certified
preferred. $8/ hour. 8: 30 - 3:30
J -42-MR/ RK
LEG ISLATIVE INTERN for
Mj, 75 sesslon. Need approval of
advisor. a demonstrated interest
in state government, & willing to
reside in Springfield for the 2
months the Legislature is in
session. Expense allowance
provided
J -41-SC
SPEECH THERAPIST with
Master's needed .mmediafely.
South Suburban locatt-~n. Start at
S10,000 per yea• .
N-27-SC
TUTORS NEEDED, $ 3 hr. 1525 hours per week. AntJc l pdf~'d a
permanent part time basis d ave
at least a B ave•·ao dnd 9-1 2
credit hours per a . do.Jemic area.
Located in Chicago area community college. Math or reading
tutor.
N-31-BC
CONSULTANT REPRE SENTATIVE. Some over
night travel and some early
morning and evening work. Selfstarters, salary and incentive.
Prefer married person over 25.
N-47-BC
Position available fall, 1975 in
Nursing Program. NL N accredited. Masters Degree in
nursing preferred. Higher degree
desirable. Salary & rank comm~nsurate with experience.

rag. J6

lnnovGfor

THE ICEMAN RETURNETH! No
wasteful consumption of electricityproduced-by-fossil-fuels for students in
EAS' "Balance" office. When they
want to chill fruit juice to an appetizing,
frosty temperature, they just shove the
c.an next to Mother Nature's own
natural cooler,- snow, pictured here.
How did a pile of snow accumulate on
the indoor-outdoor carpeting next to the
waU in the office?

Lunch soeclal
BEAT -INFLATION- PRICES

We asked if this "natural
refrigeration" was part of the longrange development plans for the
University, wondering what was going
to happen next.
The probable cause, we were told,
has to do with the differing rates at
which building materials expand and
contract under temperature extremes.
Extremely cold weather can cause
the Corten exterior walls to. pop out
temporarily and snow to blow in under
onto the floors. Sounds plausible, yes,
but a good idea? We don't know for
sure.

PRICE
PIZZA

Did you hear about EAS's new snow blowing machine?
No? We didn't either. That's why a sfaffer snapped a
picture of the cold white stuff before it melted into the
carpet near the Balance Club office.

Tue • Wed • Thur-Jf.IONL Y

Re-Creative Studies
SPEAKER-SEMINAR

11oon-2:oo a.m.
JIMMY D ' s PUB
222 MONEE ROAD
481-5200

10:00 A.M. EAS, ROOMA1104

we also sene
sandwlche&-Hot DIBle lunches
and Dinners

8:30 P.M. COMMUNITY CONFERENCE CENTER

WEDNESDAY 19, FEB.1975
WANTED Roommate. Female Only.
See cashier. Cafeteria. Before 2 PM.

**•
FREE One friendly medium-size black
dog. Signals to go outside and inside.
One week left on landlady's ultimatum.
Call Pat O'Sullivan ext. 2198, 2280, 8 to 4
weekdays.

• ••

PERSONAL. Thanks to whomever
round my checkbook and turned it in to
the Lost-and-Found.

•••

PERSONAL. I am looking for a hypnotist. Contact me. CCS mailbox 225.

"'

..

LOOK. LOOK. LOOK. Persons interested in purchasing used furniture
(tables, lamps, chairs> call Kim ext.
2144/ 74.

•**
m! My nameislRA.I'm your neighbor
and Fuller Brushman. We know in the
past you have been satisfied with Fuller
Brush products. So why not renew a
pleasant relationship. U there is
anything I can do ror you, please call
i47-4124. Thanks! P.S. We have a whole
new line of products.
Wanted : cheap tivicon tube. call
"Electric MirrQW" x-2423 ask for : the
GORILLA
JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT TO ASSIST
C.P.A.
Must be a recent graduate with an
accounting major. Job location;
FLOSSMOOR. Excellent opportunity
for the right person. CONTACT MRS.
GREEN at 793-6768.
FOR RENT Need someone to sublease
my apartment. Edgewood Apts. Steger.
1 Bedroom $165/ mo. Call after 5.
Shabazz 821-6359. Karemab 339-5411.

*••

HELP WANTED. Be Your Own Boss!
Individual with accounting or
bookkeeping background to fill out
Income Tax Returns. Call 622-1515.
Keep trying!

• ••

WANTED. Used furniture any condJtion. Need to furnish my pad. Free or
cheap. Call 748-8461.

FOR SALE Smith-Corona Galaxie
Typewriter. elite type. portable with
case. excellent condJtion. $50 or best
o£fer. Call 747-4945 after 5 PM.

•••

FOR SALE 1970 Delta 88 Olds 4-Dr.
Hardtop. Air condJtioning. Call 7987460.

FOR SALE Books for HLD modules in
Research Methodology. Child
Development; Human Memory, etc.
Call Sataka (312) 363-6969 or see me in
D. Burgest's office Tues., Wed., Thurs.
HLD.

• ••

Classifieds
FOR RENT Two bedrooms, 2 single
beds In one room. 1 single bed In
other room, kitchen privileges.
Pork Forest. N-r university ond
ploxo. Call after 6 PM. 748-9341.
FOR SAU-1972 Fully equlpt
thunderitlrd Is for you. Very good
conclltlon. L Allen lxt. 2339. 815937-9674.
For Sole: 1967 Buick LeSobre
excellent body Interior with
power steering/brakes. AM radio
clock, corpet, 74,000 original
miles. NIW PARTS INCLUDE:
brakes, hoses, belts, filters, corb.
tune-up ond oil change. A very
good buy why not give It o try.
Owner Is getting married so must
Mlllmmedlotely. P I - call 8712674 after 6:100 PM.
WANT TO BUY: I'm looldnst for o
35mm camera with o teleplloto
lens. Got one you - n t to sell?
Contact ,._ Walker ot GSU ext.
2446 or 994-4630FOR SALE1 Four like new 71-14
tires. Also two tlre rims for 69
Chevy or Buick. . .st offer Phone
331-8603 after six.
PERSON IN NEED of two-lledroom
oportment.
Must
be
two
bedrooms. N-d NOWII Contact
Melvin Jr. ICC, ext. 2204.
WANnD People Interested In 2nd
ond 3rd Income port-time In their
own home. Earning from $100 to
S1000 o month. Phone Bill Cay
748-5627.
WANTED Ctt.op sewing machine.
Call Lee, ext. 2397, any day
except Friday.
FOR SAU 1969 Plymouth Fury Ill.
Very good condition. Power
brakes ond olr concl. $7'50 or bftt
offer. Call days 534-5000, ext.
2293 or 645-9746 evenings.
W-kends 74a.oa20.

All classified ads are free. We run eacb
ad for three issues unless you tell us
otherwise.
WANT TO BUY STATISTICS FOR
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS. by
Wonnacott & Wonnacott, Leave
note student box 597 BPS, or coli
687·5327.
FOR SALE 1967 GTO· Excellent
condition. Crogar mags, 4-speed
11300. 1966 GTO, 3-speed, good
condition. SSOO. 371-7858.
FOR
SALE
Mony
8-track
tope.-used $2.10 each. Am now
Into Jou. Led Z:eppelln, Jim
Croce, Cot Stevens, Nell Young,
Emerson, Lake & Palmer, Chlcogo,
Jethro Tull, John Martyn, Seals &
Crofts, Moody Blues, Box Scoggs,
McCartney, Block Sabbath. Also
several olbvms unscrotched some
price. Call after 6 PM. 849-4»813.
GSU STUDENT NEEDS TUTOR In
ltotlstlcs. Scilory negotiable. Coli
after 513D PM. 799.0188. George
Abrams,
LOSTA polr of eyeglosses. Contact
Paul Kleln.798-5767.
FOR SAU 1973 Les Poul Custom
Guitar. Mint Condition with Form•
fltted Plush Co•. Must Sell II
Contact G.Orge. 815-932-1660 or
815-939-4676.
TYPING Re-rch reports ond
term
papers
typed
by
experienced typist , Efficient.
Quick, Reosonoble rotes. Coli
after 1 PM. 748-5_060.
FREEII NON-ELinST PUPPIES FOR
NON-ELITIST GSU•rs. light w-lcs
old. Six male, two female. Block,
brown, white colon ouure vorled
ethnic background. Mother
medlum-sl%8. Father unknown but
Ingenious. Call M. Schellhorn. LRCext.2226-

FOR SALE: Fresh Polaroid
film-all types. 1/ 2 oH retail
price. Call 995-9725 between 1 &
1:45 p.m. Monday thru Friday.
ROOMMATE WANTED: Noncigareete smoker to share 2 br.
apt. Calumet City. Available
immediately. SllO/ by the monfh.
Call

WANT TO BUY 35mm Camera &
Telefoto lens. Jess Walker ext.
2446 or 994-4630.
FOR SALE: 1967 Buick leSabre.
Exc. body/ interior/ power
steering & brakes. AM radio,
clock, carpet. 74,000 orig. miles.
New parts include brakes, hoses,
belts, filters, carb., tune-up, oil
change. Owner getting married.
Musf sell. 871-2674 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE : PLEASE!
PLEASE! PLEASE! Must sell
Park Forest South town house.
Owner transferred. 4 brs .• 2-1/ 2
baths. beautifully decorated. dw,
garb. disp . se lf -cln oven.
wshr/ dryer/ full basemt. Midthirties. Ca II 727-6534 8 to 5; 5340785 evngs.
FOR SALE: Photo enlarger,
Omega B-22, lens. Vivitar
21MMT-4 Slide duplicator,
Spiratone Dupliscope. 756-4662.
Jack.
WANTED: Female to share
modern apartment Park Forest
South. S80. 534-9519.
WANTED: To share apartment
or house. Chicago Heights or GSU
area. Call 862-4814. Rick
Samuelson.
FOR SALE : 1972 Chrysler
Newport. $22,000. 597-5636.
FOR SALE : MATCHING
WAHER & DRYER. Frigidaire
custom deluxe. Asking S150. Call
534-2962.
FOR SALE: SEARS GAS
STOVE. Like new. Automatic
oven roast and warmer. S175 or
best offer. 534-2962.

